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TPA 5.0 tpa.inp has input parameter of WastePackagePayload (MTU) = 7.89 
The burnup.dat file with TPA 5.0 has units of W/MTIHM. Based on the requirement ot 
consistency for TPA 5.0, the MTIHM must be comparable to MTU. 

The condrive routine was extracted from TPA 4.1 j by George Adams to facilitate calculations, 
without changing the algorithm, only the format of spatial resolution of the output was changed. 
See George Adams Sci Ntbk #532e for software validation of the routine. 

A 200-m length was chosen for the CFD domain based on symmetry positions as a function of 
time. A symmetry point would be where the temperature gradient is nearly zero, thus a no flux 
boundary condition could be used at the internal drift position (so that we don’t have to do the 
entire drift, or entire half-drift. Drift 25 in condrive is 1 114.777 m long, thus the half-drift is 
557.389 m; note that drift 25 corresponds to LLNUBuscheck’s MSTH drifts, not the TPA drifts, 
which are at different angles (TPA is old 105 degree orientation, MSTH is new 72 degree 
orientation). A conduction-only model was run for drift 25, west end, KTH=l .61 W/m-K for an 
arbitrarily long drift to ascertain the timing of the reasonableness of a no flux boundary 
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The plot on page 76 shows that for times less than 200 years, a no flux boundary condition for 
the internal drift boundary (within the repository, not the other end at the repository edge) is 
valid for a 200-m long simulated drift grid. The temperature estimates came from the George 
Adams (sci ntbk 532) modification of the conduction model in TPA 5.0 (modifying the output), 
which were then manipulated in the EXCEL 97 SR2 spreadsheet: 

analyses. 

bubo: E:\TEFkti\ColdTrap\LargeScaleModel\condriveDec2003.~ls 
grid.xls excerpted and sent to Steve Green and David Walter for their preliminary 

How Were Fractions of Heat Load Calculated in ManeDallv 2D Simulations Alonu a Drift? 

.\condriveDec2003.x1s worksheet “heatload” 

I believe that Manepally used heat loads taken from Hughson and Painter in developing her 2D 
thermohydrology chimney models. She used a fraction of the heat load for edge locations to 
represent the effect of edge-cooling for the repository footprint. 

Used to check Chandrika’s heat loads from her Metra input files for 5 locations along west half 
of Drift 25 (“TH” results in the figure on this page, page 77). I compared these to 30  mountain- 
scale conduction calculations (TPA model for heat) using two different thermal conductivities of 
the host rock. The discrepancies in the symbols (TPA results) versus the solid lines (TH) are 
shown in the figure (page 77). Obviously, the K=2.02 W/m-K values provide a close match; the 
differences with the TH results must be caused by the slightly different heat loads used. 
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Estimate of Line Load Based on TPA 5.0 Data 

.\condriveDec2003.xIs worksheet “drifts” 

Note that Drift 25 approximately (not exactly) corresponds to the 1 8‘h drift from the north if the 
TPA drifts are ordered north to south. TPA re-orientation of EDA-II design and MSTM model 
drifts make this confusing, hence Drift 25 only has meaning to Chandrika, George, and myself. 

The UTM NAD27 coordinates of each drift in TPA 5.0 and the number of waste packages (WP) 
were imported into the “drifts” worksheet of condriveDec2003.xls. The length of each drift was 
calculated and the average spacing estimated as length/# of WPs. The average was 6.15 when 
the last drift was excluded. Apparently TPA accounts for a slightly larger space at the end of the 
drifts, hence the spacing was slightly larger than 6.1 m. 

burnup (W/MTIHM) * wppayload (MTUNVP) = watts/waste package 
in TPA 5.0 input file, wppayload is 7.89 MTUNVP 
Note that James Weldy had switched units in the burnup file from W/MTU to W/MTIHM; for our 
purposes, these are identical. 

Burnup Interpolation Kink 

.\condriveDec2003.xIs worksheet “burnup” 

This section comments on my checking of the burnup calculation using interpolation scheme in 
TPA code in order to determine why there is a kink in the temperature results at 175 years. 
Other kinks in the drift degradation temperatures can be related to inflections in the rubble pile 
thickness, but not the one at 175 years. Why do George and I see a kink in the temperature 
calculations at about 175 years??? Is it because of the interpolation? The plot on page 79 
shows the burnup data, then the blended and time shifted (26-yr aging) data. 

Checking the coding of TPA 5.0, the natural log interpolation approach algorithm is: 

Note the natural log (In) terms are in the exponent term and i denotes the current time. 

My interpolation should have mimic’d the TPA interpolation, no kink was found. By adding a 
print comrriand to the TPA code, the heat load was output. The TPA heat load was compared to 
my interpolation and a perfect match was found (see figure on page 79). Hence, the mystery 
remains, why the kink in the temperature data? 
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R f  1/29/04 

Temperature Gradient Alonq the Last Quarter of a Drift: Comparison to TH Results 

.\condriveDec2003.x1s worksheet “CompareTH-cond” 

Why do the thermohydrologic west edge results have a hotter temperature than the conduction- 
only results? It is not the burnup/heat load fraction (see other plots). Maybe it is the 
approaching tsw36 unit just below the repository horizon? 

TH (thermohydrology) results were extracted from Chandrika’s file: Dft25west-results.xls for the 
year=lO9 

Two curves were developed from the 3D mountain-scale conduction model for the plot on page 
79, one for a thermal conductivity of 1.61 and one for 2.02 W/m-K. Before 1 understood exactly 
how Chandrika represented the edge-cooling effect in her chimney (2D) TH model simulations, I 
thought I had to figure out a representative effective thermal conductivity to use in the 
conduction model such that results would closely match her TH results. However, as the plot on 
page 79 shows, there is a linkage in her results to the value chosen for the thermal conductivity 
value she chooses when developing the heat load reduction factor along a drift. 

In other words, to calculate the heat load reduction factor used along the drift, Chandrika uses 
the 3D mountain-scale conduction-only model results. She ratios the temperatures to get the 
fraction to apply to the heat load. Note that her results are tied to the value she assumes for the 
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representative thermal conductivity of the wallrock in the 3D mountain-scale conduction model. I 
will need to check this weak linkage of models once the 3D thermohydrology model is running. 

-25 25 75 125 175 225 275 z3 
DistincefrunWEn4rn 

Figure above. 2-D thermohydrology and 3-D conduction-only results 

Data Used for CFD Boundarv Condition 

Extract data from 3D mountain-scale conduction model and saturation from Chandrika’s 
chimney model results to use for the preliminary computation fluid dynamics modeling of the 
200-m long drift by Steve Green. 

Tem pe ratu re 

Representative effective thermal conductivity was estimated using the wet and dry thermal 
conductivity and the estimated saturation. Matrix Saturations were taken from Chandrika’s 
Output Files, focusing on values taken from 100 yr time. Saturations are average of visually 
estimated in Tecplot from Chandrika simulation results. Somerton et al. (1 974, also used by 
Multiflo 1.2 and 1.5.x) equation for thermal conductivity as function of saturation was used to 
estimate effective thermal conductivity along the drift for year=lOO. Assume that effective 
thermal conductivity at time 100 years is appropriately representing all times up to time=lO9 
years. 

.\condrive-Dec2003.xIs worksheet “200mGrid-Jan29 
At 109.1 years, the heat load is 2150.686 WMIP, which for a spacing of 6.1 m leads a dvalue of 
352.57 W/m for a line load 

The center location temperature is 127 C, which is the same as the temperature at 200 m from 
the end of the drift. Thus, a no flux boundary condition is still valid at 109.1 years, at least with 
regard to temperatures in the host rock used for boundary conditions. Note these temperatures 
are for a z=3.75 m (1 m into the host rock), which is where the CFD modelers will apply the 
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boundary condition along the drift length. A value host rock thermal conductivity of 2.02 W/m-K 
was used to develop the data 

The figure below illustrated the temperature boundary condition along the drift, but in the host 
rock 1 m, that will be used by Steve Green for the 200 m drift length CFD simulation. See Steve 
Green's SciNtbk #536. 
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Analysis of burnup file to get scaled heat load for 20% scale lab experiment 

See burnup worksheet in condriveDec2003.xls 

This is a follow-up on the heat loads to use in the laboratory experiment. 

We had picked a design time frame of 300 yrs at which to estimate heat load for the laboratory 
test. Based on the TPA burnup file, bwr and pwr are to be blended to estimate an average heat 
load. The units in the burnup file are W/MTIHM, which was revised by Weldy from the old 
W/MTU or watts per metric ton of uranium. Accounting for an aging of 26 years prior to 
emplacement, a 70% reduction during 50 years of ventilation, and 7.89 MTIHMNVP (or metric 
tons of waste per waste package), the heat load for a waste package is 1145.55 WNVP. Scaling 
to the lab experiment per Frank's development of a year ago, LA1 .75 with L being the length 
scale, we get (0.29.75) x 1146 WNVP = 65 watts per scaled waste package. Frank's analysis 
assumed we wanted to conduct the scale-model tests such that the delta temperature values 
measured in the subscale model tests can be interpreted as full-scale temperature differences 
and the that the heat-transfer coefficients needed to be scaled. 
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To get a full range for consideration: 

If we used the time of 600 years, then (029.75) x 730 WNVP = 42 WNVP 

For the time of 1000 years, then (0.2V .75) x 488 WNVP = 28 WNVP (temperatures near 100 C) 

For the time of 3000 years, then (O.Z"I.75) x 212 WNVP = 12.7 WNVP (temperatures near 80 C) 

We probably won't need to go as low as 12.7 WNVP. 

R f  1 1301004 
Comments on Boundary Condition for CFD Modeling 

Deciding on year at which to extract temperatures at 1 m into wallrock to use as boundary 
condition for CFD modeling. The time slice at 109 years, combined with the first waste package 
being 5 m from the end of the drift, left little possibility for action (condensation). Also, the CFD 
simulations by Steve Green and David Walter used too low of an effective thermal conductivity. 

Email with plot (see below) from condriveDec2003.xls and worksheet: 

Plot on next page of temperatures (from condrive~Dec2003.xls) from the conduction only model 
at 3 differelnt years. Elsewhere we noted that with an effective thermal conductivity of 2.02 Wlm- 
K, the results of the conduction-only model do not differ too much along the last -200 m of the 
drift (except at the very end, which mystifies us). As for the waste package (WP) temperatures 
on the plot, we expect them to change in the CFD analyses. I just plotted a conduction-only 
result to get an idea of the approximate temperatures. 

At 274 yrs, the heat load is 1207 WNVP for year 274. And the effective thermal conductivity of 
the host rock to use in the CFD modeling is going closer to the middle range (wet to dry) of the 
thermal conductivity because the saturation is expected to become smaller than ambient, and 
furthermore dried out at the drift wall. The representative effective thermal conductivity of the 
host rock is tough to estimate because of spatial and temporal variations in saturation. 

Also, note that the heat load is applied in the conduction-only model all the way up to the end of 
the drift (at x=O). To be consistent, another waste package may be added to the CFD grid, such 
that the last waste package is about 10 cm from the end of the drift (same as spacing between 
other waste packages). I spent a couple hours yesterday looking through design information for 
the distance that the last waste package will be placed from the bulkhead at the end of the drift. 
I didn't find anything in DOE documents. 
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Figure from worksheet “CompareTH-Cond” in condriveDec2003.xls 
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211 6/04 tf 
3-Dimensional Temperature Gradients Alona a Drift Usina Multiflo 

Collaborator: Scott Painter 

The objective to quantify the along-drift temperature gradient for half of a drift using a 3D dual 
permeability thermohydrologic model. These results will then be compared with the conduction only 
results and the in-drift thermal network algorithm. Note that the 30 thermohydrological model has the 
capability of including both the variation in properties, such as thermal conductivity as a function of 
lithology and of saturation. 

Using the same grid that Scott Painter developed for the ventilation model described in the CNWRA 
report to NRC: Painter, Manepally, Hughson (2001). The properties of the porous media have to be 
updated to include the new active fracture model (AFM) implemented in Multiflo version 1.5.2 and 
updated to have the both the TPA heat load and the effect of ventilation; Le., results from Painter et ai 
(2000) for the first 50 yrs for the ventilation effect. Whereas Chandrika has the results from Scott 
integrated into the chimney models (Le., at one location for the LDTH, thermohydrologic model), I need to 
have the head load reduction caused by ventilation as a function of distance along the drift. This grid 
extends from the top to the bottom of the TSw with general head boundary conditions extending to the 
ground surface and water table. However, the general head boundary conditions do not account for heat 
dissipation, thus the model should be restricted to the early portion of the performance period (depends 
on results, but likely up to about 500 yrs). 

Painter suggested using his “Run29 as a starting point. 
+++++++++++++++++++ 
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_ _ _ _ _  Original Message----- 
From: Sccltt Painter [mailto:spainter@cnwra.swri.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2004 12:59 PM 
To: Randa.11 Fedors 
Subject: 3d runs 

The directory you want is -spainter/3dunstruct/Run29 
The file ‘heatload“ has calculated heat to the wall for each of the 20 slices 
at vari0u.s times. 
The heat load is in Watts for the entire panel, not Watt/meter. It is in the 
first column. The fomat is 
Time1 (in seconds) 
Heat load. for panel 1, bunch of other junk for panel 1 
Heat load. for panel 2, bunch of other junk for panel 2 

Time2 (in. seconds) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

I will need to change the following keywords in Painter’s ./Run29/* simulation: 
1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Modify the PCKR to include the new implementation of the active fracture model (add fracture to 
matrix krg and krl tabular data, and modify the fracture relative permeability data to correctly reflect 
the active fracture model of Liu et al. (1998). 
Change the DCM file to correctly reference the fracture to matrix tabular data for each layer. 
Modify the heat source to be consistent with TPA v5.0 heat load 
Track the nodes at the crown of the drift and -1 meter into the wallrock in the PLOT keyword 
Change the output times to those of interest for the CFD. 

Since Painter’s grid uses a general head type boundary condition starting at the tsw38 to water table and 
at tsw31 to ground surface, I will also have to track temperatures at the top and bottom nodes to see 
when the boiundary condition starts to impact the solution adversely (heat flux will be poorly captured 
using the balundary condition Painter instituted at the top and bottom of his grid). 

lf 211 9/04 
AFM Input 

Needed to add fracture to matrix tabular data to pckr data set. 

Pre-processing done using Excel 97 SR-2 in spreadsheet incorporate. Calculations are done for each 
layer of the model. Metra input is then collected in the worksheet called “Metra” 

bubo: E:\TE F~kti\ActiveFractureModel\tsw31-39~frac-afm.xls 

Critical pressures were estimated by visual inspection of slope of S(y )  at low saturation 

Fracture tabular data was created by accounting for active fracture concept 

fracture krl = Se where a = 

where Se = effective saturation, y=active fracture exponent, and a and m are van Genuchten coefficients 
And to create the tabular data for the fracture to matrix connection 
afm kr1 I= aSeliY 

For each of ,these relative permeabilities for liguid, the corresponding gas relative permeability is k,=l -k,, 

mailto:spainter@cnwra.swri.edu
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Heat Load 

Pre-processing done in “burnup” worksheet of condriveDec2003.xls Excel 97 SR-2 spreadsheet. 
bubo: E:\TEF~kti\ColdTrap\LargeScaleModel\condriveDec2003.xls 

Painter got .the heat load for his ventilation simulations from: 
“Characteristics of Spent Fuel, High-Level Waste, and Other Radioactive Wastes Which May Require 
Long-Term Isolation” DOE/RW-0184 Volume 2 of 6, Table 1 C.7. 
He used PWR 30000 MWd/MTU (not 3000 as he stated in his multi.dat input file) and adjusted the heat 
load for a 10-yr aging; i.e., Painter’s entry for 0 yrs equals Table 1C.7 entry for 10 years. 

The units for Painter’s heat load are based on the description in DOE/RW-0814 Volume 2 of 6. Then 
Painter used a scaling factor of 49 (see keyword “Source” in his input file multi.dat) on the heat load of 
W/MTU to convert it to watts to apply to the elements surrounding his half-drift (he used symmetry along a 
vertical planle cutting the drift along its axial plane). I will use the same scaling factor, hence I need heat 
load input in units of W/MTU (note that the ration entry in the table does not adjust for heat load reduction 
along the drift, the spatial variation; that will come later in this scientific notebook). 

Table taken directly from Painter’s ./Run29/multi.dat, keywork “Source” 
(I saved Painter’s input files in -rfedors/Metra/3D-edge/Scott-Run29/* ) 

calculated, Painter et al 
aged (2001) input 

time (yrs) 
0.0 
6.0 
8.0 

10.0 
15.0 
20.0 
30.0 
40.0 
50.0 
60.0 
70.0 
80.0 
90.0 

190.0 
290.0 
390.0 
490.0 
990.0 

1990.0 
2990.0 
4989.9 
9990.0 

time (s) 
O.OOE+OO 
1.89E+08 
2.52E+08 
3.1 6 E+08 
4.73€+08 
6.31 E+08 
9.47E+08 
1.26€+09 
1.58E+09 
1.89E+09 
2.21 E+09 
2.52 E+09 
2.84E+09 
6.00E+09 
9.15E+09 
1.23E+10 
1.55E+10 
3.12E+I 0 
6.28E+10 
9.44€+10 
1.57E+11 
3.15E+11 

Painter et al corre 
(2001) input cted 

W/MTU 
Jls 

1020 
949 850 
81 3 
780 
709 
649 
550 
471 
408 
358 
31 7 
283 
256 
144 
114 

97.8 
85.6 
50.4 
27.3 
21.5 
17.8 
12.9 

TPA 5.0 
output 

WNVP 
925.4 
833.5 
802.8 
775.0 
715.1 
666.1 
574.2 
499.0 
442.3 
397.9 
362.2 
333.3 
309.3 
187.7 
148.1 
124.5 
108.1 
71 .O 
32.8 
26.9 
20.9 
15.2 

Ratio 
TPNPainter 

0.9072 
0.8783 
0.9875 
0.9935 
1.0086 
1.0263 
1.0440 
1.0594 
1.0840 
1.1115 
1.1427 
1.1777 
1.2082 
1.3035 
1.2988 
1.2735 
1.2634 
1.4090 
1.2000 
1.2498 
1 .I757 
1 .I81 1 

corrected 

0.9805 

Note that Painter created a typo in his input file. This typo caused a kink in his heat load curve that 
carried over to the heat load reduction curves. To address a comment during the technical review, this 
kink was attributed to an interpolation problem with sparse data. The entry in DOE/RW-0814 Volume 2 of 
6 Table 1 C.;7 is 850 W/MTU. 
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Since I want to use the same heat load as used in TPA 4.1 and 5.0, how does Painter's PWR-based heat 
load with 1 0-yr aging compare with TPAs 0.35*BWR + 0.65*PWR 26-yr aged heat load? If it is close 
enough, then I can use spatial portions along the drift directly from Painter et al (2001) as well as the 
temporal heat load reductions during the pre-closure period. Note that some of the error in the heat load 
reduction should be okay to use since my focus is on the post-closure period (especially after the peak 
temperatures have occurred). 

Using the TPA version 5.0 burnup file, the figures on the following page were developed. Note that 

1200 

loo0 

P8O0 
5 
i" ssoo 

200 

0 

time. yrs 

1 10 100 1000 1000( 

time, yc. 

1400 1 

Painter used a hotter heat load early 
in pre-closure and slightly cooler later 
in the pre-closure period. Pre-closure 
is considered 50 years. 

Plots of 50-yr with aging, 10,000-yr 
with aging, and 10,000-yr without 
aging 
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Painter et al. (2001) ventilation model results, Run 29, were used to account for the effect of ventilation. I 
took his output (“heatload file), which was the heat load for each panel at 158 time steps, and used the 
values from the pre-closure period to determine the heat loads that I should apply at each panel along the 
30  model. There are 20 panels. This data will be used as input for the “Source” keyword (sinks or sources 
for Multiflo). 

Used a 3-parameter fit modeling the ratio (TPAIPainter heat load), see table (a couple pages back). I 
tried a linear regression in Excel. Then, in Sigma Plot 2000, I tried a quadratic, and then decided that a 2- 
parameter power fit worked the best for simulating the ratio. This power fit will be used in the fortran code 
(see below) that reformats and modifies Painter et al. (2001) simulated heat load during pre-closure with 
ventilation. 

Then, plotting for visual comparison was done in “burnup” worksheet of condriveDec2003.xls 
bubo: E:\TEF_kti\ColdTrap\LargeScaleModel\ratio-Fit.JNB 

3-parameter power relation + f=yO+a*xAb 
R = 0.9985 Rsqr = 0.9970 Adj Rsqr = 0.9960 
Standard Error of Estimate = 0.0033 

Coefficient Std. Error t 
0.9076 0.0033 277.1554 
0.0329 0.0027 12.1001 a 

b 0.4223 0.0193 2 1.8447 

Yo 

1.05 

calculated 

linear fit 1 1 1  

J - p a r m  power 

Fortran code to create heat load that accounts for ventilation, variation over 0-50 yrs of pre-closure and 
variation along half-drift. 

Stop the boat, now Scott says that his output (“heatload” file in units of W/panel) just needs to be divided 
by 30. I had pointed out that his Figure 2-4 in Painter et al. (2001) implies a factor of about 30 for unit 
conversions when relating input W/MTU to his output Wlpanel. I had checked center and edge locations 
from the heatload file, and come up with scaling factors of 30.5 and 30.26. Besides my reading values off 
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0 

of his Figure 2-4, the slight error has to do with another tidbit Scott let out. Namely, the decay curve for 
heat load that resides in the entries for “Source” keyword in his .-spainter/3dunstructured/Run29/multi.dat 
was taken dlirectly from DOE/RW-0814 volume 2 of 6 document, but was only used to get the shape of 
the curve. Scott said that the curve is scaled to 1.2 kW/m initial heat load by the ventilation module. 
Furthermore, the scaling factor of 49 in the option for the keyword “Source” was said by Scott to be 
meaningless. I originally thought that it could be related to the design features of 7.89 MTU/waste 
package and a spacing of 6.1 m (note however, that 7.89 x 6.1 = 48.1). 

- 3-parm power eqn: x column 2 v y column 2 
0 calculated yean v new ratio, TPNPainter 

Hence, the ,input heat load for my 3-dimension simulations will be calculated as follows: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Calculate ratios for TPNPainter input heat load (Painter’s = 1.2 kW/m initial scaled from DOEIRW- 
0814 data from Table C1.7 of volume 2 of 6 for PWR 30,000 MWd/MTU with 10-yr aging). Convert 
the TPA burnup.dat data to W/m using the design criteria from TPA 5.0 of 7.89 MTUNVP and waste 
package spacing = 6.1 mNVP. 
Model the ratios as a 3-parameter power function and input these interpolated ratios as the "frat() 
array in the fortran code below. 
For e50 yrs, scale the “heatload” data by 30 m and multiply by the interpolated ratios. For >50 yrs, 
use the TPA v5.0 burnup.dat data converted to W/m. The results of the fortran code below are to be 
directly as input for the “Source” keyword in Multiflo. The fortran code also reformats the “heatload” 
file frorr panel data for each time to time data for each panel. 
Add a time step at 50 yrs minus 2 hours (something less than 50 yrs) and conservatively set the heat 
load at khis new time step to that of the previous time using the ventilation data. This will avoid 
smoothing of the heat load when Multiflo interpolates heat load across the pre- and post-closure 
times. 
Divide tlhe all the heat load by 2 to account for the grid being half the drift (symmetry vertically 
oriented and following the axial plane of the drift. 

From SigmaPlot file = ratio-Fit.JNB 
RA2 := 0.99697 

Coefficient Std. Error t P 
YO 0.99788 0.0036 276.594 <0.0001 

B 0.42225 0.0194 21.7996 <0.0001 
A 0.0361 7 0.003 12.0763 <0.0001 

Plot from SilgmaPlot 2000 showing 3-parameter power fit of ratio data 
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bubo: E\TEI=-kti\ColdTrap\LargeScaleModel\HeatCode\heat.for 
outputfile hoat.inp to be pasted into drft25.dat for heat source, type 33 (heat for entire panel so use 
scaling factor of 30 in "source" options). The heat.for follows the 5 steps on the previous page to create 
the heat soiJrce in the format needed for Metra. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C Last change: RWF 18 Feb 2004 12:21 pm 

~234567851 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 12 
c Reads Painter's output of heat load for each panel in the 3D model 

program heat 

integer m x ,  mp, mtp, i, j, ip 
parameter (mx=158, mp=20, mtp=15, ip=33 ) 
real*8 time(mx), heatload(mx,mp), frac(ip) 
rea1*8 timep (ip+mtp) , heatpost (ip+mtp) 
rea1*8 x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, yr, yr50, a, b, yo, scale 

character* 2 0 headers (mp) 
C character* 60 junk 

c Definitions: mx = #of time steps from Painter output of heat load 
C mp = # of panels in grid 
C ip := #of time steps during pre-closure + 1, Painter et a1 
C The additional time step for "ip" helps to avoid interpolation 
C errors in Multiflo when heat load changes suddenly, at 50 yr 
C mtp = additional time steps after pre-closure 
C heat load i s  units of watts/MTU (metric ton uranium) 
C Old: scale = 49; used in the Multiflo, Source term to 
C scale; appears to account for area of panel and MTU/WP. 
C Per Painter confirmation 2/17/04, scale=30 to convert "heatload" 
C output data to W/m (implied that volume is accounted for). 
C The factor of 30 is consistent with Fig2-4 in Painter et a1.(2001) 

c Fractions to app:ly to head load to account ventilation 
C 3-parameter power fit to ratio TPA/Painter heat load, 
C y := yo + a * x"b where y=estimated ratio, x=years 

scale = 30. 

yo=: 0.997881 
a =: 0.0361739 
b =: 0.422252 

headers(1) := ' 1 349 12 33' 
headers(2) := ' 445 793 12 33' 
headers(3) := ' 889 1237 12 33' 
headers(4) := ' 1333 1681 12 33' 
headers(5) := ' 1777 2125 12 33' 
headers(6) := ' 2221 2569 12 33' 
headers(7) = ' 2665 3013 12 33' 
headers(8) = ' 3109 3457 12 33' 
headers(9) = ' 3553 3901 12 33' 
headers(10) = I 3997 4345 12 33' 
hestders(11) = ' 4441 4789 12 33' 
headers(12) = ' 4885 5233 12 33' 
headers(13) = 5329 5677 12 33' 
hestders(14) := ' 5773 6121 12 33' 
headers(15) = ' 6217 6565 12 33' 
headers(16) = ' 6661 7009 12 33' 
headers(17) = ' 7105 7453 12 33' 
headers(18) = ' 7549 7897 12 33' 
headers(19) = ' 7993 8341 12 33' 
headers(20) = ' 8437 8785 12 33' 

c Nodes (min, max, inc) and type of source for Multiflo "Source" 

c Heat load (W/m) to use for post-closure, based on TPA 5.0 burnup.dat, 
heatpost (ip+l) = 572.0627 
heatpost (ip+2) = 514.7010 
heatpost (ip+3) = 468.5119 
heatpost (ip+4) = 431.1082 
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hea.tpost (ip+5) = 400.0614 
hea.tpost (ip+6) = 242.7771 
hea.tpost (ip+7) = 191.5130 
hea.tpost (ip+8) = 161.0911 
hea.tpost (ip+9) = 139.8835 
hea.tpost (ip+lO) = 80.7520 
hea tpost (ip+ll) = 42.3717 
hea.tpost (ip+12) = 34.7569 
hea.tpost (ip+13) = 27.0677 
hea.tpost(ip+l4) = 19.7066 
heatpost(ip+l5) = 11.7374 

timep(ip+l) = 50. 
tiniep(ip+2) = 60. 
tirriep (ip+3) == 70. 
tirriep(ip+4) = 80.  
tirriep(ip+5) = 90. 
tirriep(ip+6) = 190. 
tirriep(ip+7) = 290. 
tirriep(ip+8) = 390. 
tirriep(ip+9) = 490. 
timep (ip+lO) = 990. 
tirriep(ip+ll) = 1990. 
tirriep(ip+12) = 2990. 
timep (ip+13) = 4990. 
tiniep (ip+14) = 9990. 
timep (ip+15) = 19974. 

yr = 3600. * 24. * 365.25 
do i = ip+l, ip+mtp 

end. do 

c convert to seconds 

timep(i) =: timep(i) * yr 

c Read, reformat, and write files. 
c Use heat load from Painter et al. (2001) output for pre-closure. 
c Use heat load directly from TPA v5.0 for the post-closure period. 

open(unit=7,file='heatloadt) 
open(unit=8,file='heat.inpt) 

do i = 1,mx 
read(7, * )  time(i) 
do j = 1, mp 

end do 
end do 
close (7) 

read(7,*) heatload(i,j), x2, x3, x4, x5, x6 

c Regression done on ratio and time (in years). 
c FracO for ventilation, scale to TPA, divide by 2 for half-heat load. 
c Additional time stex, just before 50 yrs to avoid interpolation errors - -  

do i = 1, ip-1 
x = time (i) /yr 
frac(i) = yo + a * x**b 

end do 

do j = 1,mp 
write(8,' (a20) ' )  headers 
do i = 1, ip-l 
write(8,115) time(i) , 

end do 
write(8,115) yr*50.-7200., 

do i = ip+l, ip+mtp 
write ( 8,115 ) t imep ( i 

end do 
end do 

j) 

frac(i) * heatload(i,j) / scale / 2. 

frac(ip-l)*heatload(ip-l,j)/scale/2. 

, heatpost(i) / 2. 
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close ( 8 )  

c 115 format(fl5.2,f8.1) 
115 format(fl3.l,f9.2) 

stop 
end 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Had to play around with the formatting of the heat source data, specifically the time, because Multiflo 
requires a leading “ 0  on numeric input (fortran leaves the “ 0  off, i.e., .12E+03 instead of 0.12E+03) and 
because Multiflo has a hard limit in the number of digits (the wild card “*I’ formatting left too many digits for 
Multiflo and caused an immediate stop). 

bubo: E:\TEF-kti\ColdTrap\LargeScaleModel\ 
bubo: E:\TEF-kti\MetraStuf3Dmodel\ moved to .\ColdTrap\3D_MetraModelingSept2004\ 
spock: -/Metra/3D-edge/Drift25/* 

Modify DCM Input File 

Modified Painter’s ./Run/multi.dcm file to enable the active fracture model and use the tabular data 
created for the PCKR keyword. Imported the multi.dcm file into an Excel spreadsheet (Bubo: E:\TEF- 
kti\ColdTrap\3D-MetraModelingSept2004\dft25.dcm.xls) and created a new column with a nested if 
statement that checked the values of FMFRAC that Painter used to jerry-rig Multiflo into doing an active 
fracture model for steady state water flow. I replaced the values in FMFRAC (see Multiflo 2.0 
documentation, FMFRAC is not in VI .5 documentation) with a negative integer where the integer is the 
number of the PCKR property set. 

Nodes to Monitor 

Nodes to monitor during the simulation per Scott Painter, and consistent with entries in dft25.b~ 
(boundary condition input file), are shown in the figure below. The drift end is panel 1, and the middle of 
the drift (center of repository) is panel 20. Panels are equal thicknesses in the extruded direction axial to 
the drift 
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Recompiling on Windows Machine with Redimensioned Arrays to Run the 3D Model. 

Needed a redimensioned version of Multiflo v 1.5.2, so, 
- I used -spainter/multiflo/bin/mflol.5.2/bigmetra/metra on the SUN cluster and on spock 
- I recompiled bigmetra on WindowNT using Lahey-Fujitsu compiler 

To run on the cluster 
1. Log into idaho 

make sure that “source /sge/defaultlcommon/settings.csh” is at end of .cshrc.local file 
(this sourcing doesn’t work on spock, so make sure it is at end of .cshrc.local file). 

2. create a script (and chmod 777 scriptfile) which contains: 
cd i’net/spock/home/rfedors/Metra/3D-edge/Drift25/ 
biginetra dft25 > out 

3. Use command: “qsub scriptfile” 

To compile metra using Lahey-Fujitsu Fortran 95 compiler 
1. Edit sec0nds.f in uti1.f group, comment out SUN system call and remove comment from PC/Lahey. 
2. Go to directory and run “am” for automake module of Lahey. Hopefully, it creates an automake.fig 

file, which can then be edited (change *.f90 to *.f, remove -g options, add -nomap option. This takes 
the place of the information in the unix Makefile and is much more compact. 

3. At a do:; prompt (in a dos emulator window), type “am” again to run automake. 
4. My automake.fig file contained: 

QUITONERROR 
FILES=*.f 
COMPILE=@lf95 -c -chk -trace -co -f95 -1st -sav -stchk -w -xref %fi 
LINK=@lf95 @%rf -nomap -fullwarn -exe %ex 
TARGET=E:\TEF-kti\Metra-big\bigmetra.exe 

Errors during runtime, also noted that the program grabbed most of the RAM and swap space. 
The error waas “type of argument 1 is inconsistent (actual aa: r*8, dummy argument ndcon: 1*4). Error 
occurs at or near line 152 of -inpifv-, called from or near line 1287 of -inpmetra- and line 447 of 
- MAIN-. 

Way too mulch effort to get the code to compile on a Windows machine, therefore I am stuck running the 
code on the UNlX SUN cluster. 

Rf 2/28/04 
In-Drift Heat Transfer Alaorithm Simulations 

While the Metra simulations are progressing, the intermediate milestone due in March will also 
have sections on temperature difference along a drift, gradients, effects of using conduction- 
only versus thermohydrological results for the boundary condition, relative humidity plots, 
degradation and no-degradation comparsons. 

Temperature gradients 
Bu bo:\TE F-kti\ColdTrap\Cond uction\George2\condriveavgdrift25east 
Bu t~o:\TEF-kti\Sensitivity-June2003\RevisionsAug2003\ThermalEffectsRepo~-270ct.xls 

I used TPA, 5.0 base case thermal properties to support our modified in-drift algorithm (modified 
from TPA by George to account for degradation linkage to temperature), except with the option 
to use different boundary conditions. As before, degradation and no-drift degradation are 
possible, alnd center and edge locations ditto. See George Adams SciNtbk #532e and earlier 
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references to the routine in volume Vlll of SciNtbk #432e. George performed the software 
validation checks (hand calculations) and documented them in his scientific notebook. 

Relative Humidity calculations done in ThermaIEffectsReport-270ct.xls spreadsheet for no- 
degradaticln (boundary condition Om into wallrock), base case degradation (5m b.c.) and early 
degradaticln (5m b.c.). The choice of boundary condition location does not have much effect on 
the degradation temperatures, but does significantly affect the no-degradation scenario 
temperatures. 

To run the in-drift algorithm with different locations into the wallrock, and different 
thermohydrologic results for the boundary condition or conduction-only boundary conditions, the 
following email describes the procedure. 

George’s code for tpa50pdrift was put in 

Results are archived in 
Spock: -/EdgeEffect/InDrift-March2004 

-/EdgeEffectllnDrift-March2004/RESULTS-NO-DEGRADE/* 

_ _ _ _ _  Or igj.na1 Message - - - - - 
Prom: George Adams [mailto:gadams@cnwra.swri.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 05, 2004 10:26 AM 
To: Randall Fedors 
Subject: TPA CODE FOR TEST RUNS 

Randy, 
The tpa code for the tests where we brought in a temperature file are located on spock 
at: /net/spock/home/gadams/tpabuild_tef/tpa5Opdrift.  
To use one of the reduced burnup files for the east or west edge, go to the “data“ 
subdirectory. They’re labeled burnup-reduced-east.dat and burnup-reduced-west.dat. 
Copy them over to burnup.dat. 
Also, within the data directory, the file rocktemp.dat is the file that I use to bring 
in temperatures. I do have a rocktemp-center-drift25_driftwall.dat file. Also, under 
the plots directory, the Excel spreadsheets and the tpa input files for the tests are 
shown. 
These were mean case tpa runs. I did a diff on the two tpa input files in the 
/net/spock./home/gadams/tpabuild_tef/tpa5Opdrift/plots directory and show no 
differences. 
To modify the tpa.inp input file for the 0 m case (Om into the rock wall): 
Change the value of 
cons tan t 
DistanceInRockWallToCalculateTemperature[m] 
5.0 
to 0.0 
To modify the tpa.inp input file to not use the offline generated rocktemp.dat file: 
Change the value of 
iflag 
UseTabularRockTemperatureFile(yes=l,no=O) 
1 
to 0 
There are two output files that can be used to retrieve temperatures once the tpa run 
is finished. The nfenv.rlt file has the temperatures, and the thermal-dat file shows 
the temperatures along with conductivity values. 
To run the no degradation case, within the data directory there is a file labeled 
eqradius-nobackfill.dat. Copy this file over to eqradius.dat. 
George 
----------------End----------------------------- 

Results using George’s ./tpa50pdrift/ routine were at first put into EdgeEffectDegradation.xls 
and early-east-temperatureprofilel .XIS spreadsheet. But later, all results were assembled in 

Bubo: .\Sensitivity-June2003\RevisisonAug2003\ThermalEffectsReport-270ct.xIs 

mailto:gadams@cnwra.swri.edu
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Worksheets in ThermalEffectsReport-270ct.xl.s contain the imported results found in 
thermal.dat, which is the file produced by tpa50pdrift routine. Shortened worksheet names 
include: (i) Center (ctr) or east (edge), (ii) no backfill (NBF), backfill (BF), or Emplaced, No 
Backfill, (iii) thermal(0m) means thermohydrology boundary condition put at drift wall, (iv) east- 
edge refers to results for the end of a drift, (v) rubble thermal conductivity of 0.27 W/m-K unless 
a 135 or 33 shows up in the name of a worksheet, (vi) RH means relative humidity calculated 
using the AASHAE series solution for saturated vapor pressure (see previous entries in this 
volume of the scientific notebook). The thermohydrology results used in the tpa50pdrift routine 
were obtained from Chandrika Manepally for her LDTH model (comparable to the LDTH models 
by Buscheck for the MSTHM AMR RevOO) for center and eastern edge locations for drift 25. 

Worksheets in ThermalEffectsReport-270ct.xls are labeled by Figure number as they will be 
organized in the March 2004 intermediate milestone. The organization of the report is 

1. Temperature, Conduction boundary condition used for no degradation, emplaced 
backfill, natural backfill, center location. 

2. Same model, but center and drift end (repository edge) comparisons of temperature. 
3. Same model, center location only, illustration of temperatures of different locations (e.g., 

waste package, drip shield, drift wall). 
4. Relative humidity for edge and center locations for no-drift degradation and natural 

degradation scenarios. 
5. Comparison of result between thermohydrological-derived boundary conditions for the 

in-drift heat transfer algorithm and for conduction-only outer boundary conditions; 
Degradation and no-backfill scenarios. 

6. Relative humidity plot when thermohydrology results are used for boundary conditions 
for in-drift heat transfer algorithm 

The worksheets are named in the ThermalEffectsReport-27Oct.xls spreadsheet with figure 
number (2-series) and some names specifically include “March 2004” in the worksheet name. 
Figure 2-6 and 2-7 are near the end of the spreadsheet, the others are near the beginning. 
Effective thermal conductivities are: host rock Kth=l.59 W/m-K, rubble Kth=0.27 W/m-K. 
Following this organization, the figures will be: 

Figure 2-1 will be a network sketch and the equivalent radius sketch of the drift. 

Figure 2-2 No-drift degradation versus emplace backfill versus natural rubble building up. 
Results use the 3D conduction model to generate the outer boundary condition for the in-drift 
heat transfer algorithm. Worksheet “Fig3-6b-March 2004 
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Figure 2-4, conduction-only boundary conditions, no-drift degradation and natural backfill 
(rubble pile). 
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Figure 2-5, Relative humidity, conduction-only boundary conditions. Note that 50% relative 
humidity is (i) never reached for the edge location with no backfill, (ii) reached at year 877 for 
center location for no backfill, (iii) reached at 1160 years for edge location for natural backfill, 
and (iv) reached at year 1723 years for center location for natural backfill. Early backfill 
(emplaced) and center location with natural degradation of drifts are about the same for the time 
at which 50% humidity is reached. 
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Figure 2-6. Thermohydrology results used as boundary conditions for in-drift heat transfer 
algorithm. Drift degradation and no drift degradation scenarios, both with edge and center 
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Figure 2-7, Relative humidity, thermohydrology boundary conditions. Note that 50% relative 
humidity is (i) never reached for the edge location with no backfill, (ii) reached at year 488 for 
center location for no backfill, (iii) reached at 1219 years for edge location for natural backfill, 
and (iv) reached at year 1946 years for center location for natural backfill. 
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Gradients Along A Drift Using the Conduction-Only Model: Condrive 

Temperature gradients were calculated using condrive module and drift.f routines back in 2003 
by George. The drift.f routine was first presented in Vol. Vlll of SciNtbk #432e, but was modified 
and documented in SciNtbk #532e. 

Bu bo:\TEF-kti\ColdTrap\Conduction\George2\wndriveavgdrift25east.xls 
Bubo:\TEF-kti\ColdTrap\Conduction\George2\condriveavgdrift25west.xls 

The east and west halves of drift 25 were done because the east half has a change in lithology 
to middle nonlithophysal at the eastern end, while the west half of drift 25 is all lower lithophysal. 

This figure illustrates the effect of the change in lithologies in the eastern portion of the drift 

Temperature Profiles Along Drift 25, Average Thermal Conductivities 
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-Approaching 10,OOO years, 9988.6 years 

Thermal conductivities of the host rock were 1.945 W/m-K for the Tptpmn (eastern portion) and 1.61 W/m-K for 
the Tptpll unit. By 2000 years, the gradient caused by the change in lithology is nearly gone. 

For the west half of drift 25, the temperature difference from the center to the locations ranging 
from the edge (-557 m) to near the center (-0 m) are shown in the plot below 
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Temperature D w r e n c e  from the Center, Drift 25, Average Thermal Conductivities 
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Local gradients, calculated between adjacent data locations (1 m spacing) are shown below for 
the western half of drift 25. These are smooth local gradients that avoid showing the 
fluctuations that appear in the 1 -m spaced data. 
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Portions of the west half of drift 25 with local gradients are sensitive to the threshold at which a 
local gradient is called significant. While the local gradients decrease with time after peak 
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temperature, the portion of the drift exhibiting significant gradients increase over time before 
dropping. 
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Similar plots for the eastern half of drift 25 were developed. The primary difference with the 
western half of the drift is that there is a lithology change that affects local gradients near the 
lithologic boundary and affects percentage of the drift exhibiting significant local gradients. Note 
that our CFD modeling has not yet defined what a significant local gradient is for the 
emplacement drifts. 
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Rf 3/27/04 

Results of 30 Metra Simulations 

All simulatiions use the active fracture model. I added the needed inputs as described earlier 
(Painter did not use the active fracture model). All simulations also use my revised heat load 
that is consistent with TPA Version 5.0 and Chandrika’s heat loads, again, as described earlier. 

Simulations were taking way to long (weeks, instead of - 1 week), so looser tolerances and 
large stepping were enabled. A comparison of simulation results using the tighter and looser 
tolerances was possible because I let the drawn-out simulations proceed long enough to obtain 
data for a comparsion. 

./Drift25a 
Used Painter’s values for tolerances and time stepping options. Scott did not use vapor 
pressure lowering and used a distance of 250 m laterally beyond the end of the drift as a 
constant temperature point. Stopped at -470 yrs 

./Drift25c 
Modified the tolerances and time stepping, otherwise the same as JDrift25a 

./Drift25_vpl 
Enabled vapor phase lowering, but otherwise the same as ./Drift 

./Drift25bc 
Changed distance for boundary condition from Painter’s 250 m to 70 based on conduction 
results (see figure below) 

./Drift25_vpl bc 
Used vapor pressure lowering with 70-m distance for boundary condition, otherwise same as 
./Drift25 bc. 

./Drift25bc!S5 
Used distance of 55 m instead of Painter’s 250 m for constant temperature boundary condition 
laterally away from end of drift. CPU time was 281 hours before killing it at 175 years. 

./Drift25bc!S5_vpl/* 
Used vapor pressure lowering, but otherwise the same as JDrift25bc55. CPU time of 306 hours 
for 143 years of simulation time, then killed. 

./Drift25 bc!S5-2/* 
Used ../Drift25bc55/* but changed the tolerances. These changes reduced the run time to 32 
hours for simulation 875 years (completed run), compared to 281 hours when ./Drift25bc55/* 
was killed i3t 175 yrs. Imported this and Drift25bc55 into a spreadsheet and subtracted 
saturations, pressures, fluxes, etc.. ., for both matrix and fracture continua to see the magnitude 
of the nonzero differences. This was done as a check on the validity of the tolerances being 
loosened to reduce clock time, but not degrade simulation results. 

March 27, 2004 completion 

See spock: -/Metra/3D-edge/toI-bc55.xls 
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Attempts at restarting were not successful. After changing the start time and inserting 
the new initial conditions for 50 years, the temperature results initially rose then dropped before 
they should have. Further testing of METRA will be needed. 

_ _ _ _ _  Original Message--- - - 
From: Scott Painter [mailto:spainter@cnwra.swri.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2004 11:44 AM 
To : Randa1.l Fedors ; Chandrika Manepally 
Subject: restarting METRA runs 

I think the non-zero start time should work. 
You need t:o enter it like this 

RSTART 0 start-time 

Where start time is in seconds. 
The source and boundary conditions are then indexed by time + start-time. 

However, you may need to modify the target times because these 
continue t.o be indexed by the incremental running time (time). 

Scott 

Also attempted a conduction-only simulation to compare with the thermohydrology, both done 
within Metra. Painter suggested that the keyword CONDuction would trump the later input of 
hydrological properties, even though the documentation says that the CONDuction keyword 
cannot be IJsed with dual-permeability grid. Crashes kept occurring, hence further work on this 
should involve the separate creation of single continua grid (when a new grid is created that 
removes thie weak points of Painter’s old grid: add panels beyond drift to remove lateral 
boundary condition at a specified distance, more refinement of panels near the end of the drift, 
and extension of grid to ground surface and water table). 

Because the boundary condition for temperature at the end of the drift was a general 
temperature boundary condition (constant temperature at a specified distance from the end of 
the drift, Le., from edge of repository in adjacent host rock). Justification for distance to constant 
temperature boundary condition laterally from the end of the drift is based on the conduction- 
only mountain-scale model results. Distance to set general temperature boundary condition for 
lateral (endl of drift) extent. Use information that is relevant for early times (1 00-500 yrs) 
because that is what the 3D metra modeling is focusing on. Scott had it set to 250 m, which 
probably underpredicted the heat transfer early and overpredicted it later in time. I tried 70 m 
and 55 m to see the effect. For results mainly concerned with 600-yr METRA results, a 100-m 
distance seems reasonable based on the figure below. For results mainly concerned with 100-yr 
METRA results, the distance should be more like 50 to 60 meters. The conduction model 
(condrive) used thermal conductivity 
KTH=l .61 Vl//m-K and was plotted in the spreadsheet: 

worksheet “drift 24-tsw35-z2.5-kl.61.” 

mailto:spainter@cnwra.swri.edu
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Plotting of Metra Simulation Results 

Metra output was imported into the spreadsheet 

The time slice output of Metra was imported into a template worksheet that had the proper cells 
referenced for plotting along the drift, for example, for year 109.1 with a constant temperature 
boundary condition at 55 m from the end of the drift, with no vapor pressure lowering (worksheet 
“Yr-I 09bc!55”) the cell referencing assembled the nodes in the following table 

Bubo: .\Condrive-Dec2003.xIs 

Referencing appropriate nodes in Multiflo output 

panel 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

axial 
pals i tion 

IC, m 

15 
45 
75 

105 
135 
165 
195 
225 
255 
285 
31 5 
345 
375 
405 
435 
465 
495 
525 
555 
585 

node plus 
9 rows 

349 
358 
802 

1246 
1690 
2134 
2578 
3022 
3466 
391 0 
4354 
4798 
5242 
5686 
6130 
6574 
701 8 
7462 
7906 
8350 
8794 

drift 
crown 
T, c 

120.95 
139.07 
141.78 
142.62 
143.18 
143.70 
144.21 
144.70 
145.14 
145.50 
145.96 
146.44 
146.78 
147.05 
147.41 
147.88 
148.24 
148.55 
148.89 
149.07 

I .2 m above 
drift crown 

T, c 

104.1 1 
121.84 
124.46 
125.28 
125.88 
126.43 
126.92 
127.43 
127.87 
128.22 
128.71 
129.19 
129.52 
129.80 
130.17 
130.65 
131 .OO 
131.32 
131.65 
131.83 

1.2 meters above the drift crown was the center of the first cell in the host rock. 

These results were then plotted in worksheet “Yr-I 09bc55 plot” along with Chandrika’s 2D 
thermohydrology results (Sci Ntbk 478) and two result from the condrive routine (see SciNtbk 
##432, Vol. Vlll and George Adams SciNtbk #532). These are considered drift wall temperatures. 
While the conduction-only result from condrive routine closely tracks the 2D thermohydrology 
results when the host rock effective thermal conductivity is Kth=2.02 W/m-K, the 3D 
thermohydirology results are better matched when a host rock Kth=l.70 W/m-K is used in the 
condrive routine (at least for this time step; the best effective Kth for host rock to use would 
likely change with time:). 

The mismatch between 2D and 2D thermohydrology results appears to reflect the bias 
introduced in the poorly linked 2D thermohydrology model when trying to represent 30  
phenomena. The 2D results appear to track the conduction-only results that were used to 
reduce the heat load along the drift for the input heat source in the 2D model. 
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Similarly, when the vapor pressure lowering option in Metra is used, the following plot is derived, 
Note that the vapor pressure lowering causes the temperatures along the drift to be slightly 
lower. Also, the gentle gradient along the drift, far from the prominent repository-edge cooling 
effect, could lead to axial convection 

60 d 
-25 75 175 275 375 475 575 

Distance from West End, m 
While vapor pressure lowering reduces the temperatures overall along the drift, it does not 
appear to cause the small gradient along the entire half drift. That small gradient could be 
caused by advective gas or liquid migration in the host rock in an axial (parallel to the drift) 
direction. 
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Boundary Condition for 2D Fine Grid CFD Modeling 

Developed temperature boundary condition and heat load for Robert Hart to use in the finely discretized 
computational fluid dynamics model of the cross-section of a drift, including the waste package and drip 
shield. First I gave him the dimensions to use in the grid development 

k!f 3/28/04 

A 

Drip Drip Shield 
Thickness Shield 

E 
9 rn 

Center 
Waste 
Package 

0.721 m 

2.521 m 

Erni.*vity 

Dlitt w ->0.80 
Drip shield -> 0.63 

Pa-e -> 0.87 

Therlnalcondudnnt lmrert -> 0.6 WlmK " Y  

D ip  shield -> 20.77 Whn-K 
Outer law -> 15.0 WIWK 
lnnar layer W e  k l u g e  -> 11.1 Whn-K 

y m w  LoadTemperahre (C) at 1 m into wallrodc 
27Qm.x whm6.9 c 
57Qa wlma c 

Iftemal WSte Package -> 1 .o Wn-K 

The relative dimensions are important, the exact details closely match one of the many DOE design in the 
design documents. 

In bubo: E:\TEF-kti\ColdTrap\LargeScaIeModel\condrive~Dec2003.xls, values of heat load and 
temperature in the host rock (1 m from drift wall) were extracted out of the worksheet "2D-HeatLoad and 
emailed to Robert. 

Robert, 

Attached is the spreadsheet for heat loads for the cross-sectional CFD modeling. 
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Both W/WP and W/m heat loads are included for 5 7 3 . 9  and 8 7 5 . 2  years along a drift. 
I want to focus more on this time period of 500-1000 years, and get away from the 1 0 9  
yr information. 
A l s o ,  based on 3D thermohydrological modeling, I recently changed the temperature 
estimates that link to the CFD boundary conditions in the wallrock. This modeling is 
briefly described in section 2 . 2 . 2  of the report we completed last week (I emailed the 
pdf earlier this week to you). 

For 2-D CFD modeling, I recommend picking a location from 5 7 3 . 9  yrs where the 
temperature in the wallrock is below 9 5  C. 
For exampl-e, 
Location 1: = 4 2 . 5  m 
Temperature in wallrock = 9 5 . 4  C 
Heat load = 9 7 . 8 6  W/m (line load) 
Heat load = 5 9 6 . 9 5  WIWP (for an entire waste package) 
As you know, you still need to divide the heat load by two because of symmetry. 
I roughly estimated a 0.5 C temperature gradient in the wallrock (drift wall to 1 m 
into the rock) for this time. As one expects, this gradient has decreased from the 
much higher gradients for the earlier times that we were previously using. 

I included temperatures and heat loads along drifts at 5 7 3 . 9  and 8 7 5 . 2  yrs so that you 
can chose a wide range of conditions to explore based on initial modeling results. 

I included a "burnup" worksheet in the spreadsheet file in case you want to trace the 
heat load to citable numbers. In the "burnup" worksheet you'll see lots of 
comparisons with other heat loads used by other models, which I did as a consistency 
check. 

--Randy 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
R f  3/29/04 

Fixed condriveDec2003.xls and renamed it to condriveApri12004.x1s. 

Previously., I had used the east half as a surrogate for the west half (see actual coordinates in 
UTM). However, the lack of centering meant that there was a shift in the center location of the 
drift. I resorted the condrive output in the worksheets to be in reverse order (now west to east); 
thus, "CorripareTH-cond" worksheet now correctly referred to the proper condrive output 
locations. 

This led to a slight change in the reported temperatures from condrive for the comparisons with 
thermohydrological models, and for input as boundary conditions for the CFD models. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
f!f 6/8/04 

Boiling Point as a Function of Pressure 

bubo: E:/TEF-kti/ColdTrap/Conduction/Psat.xls worksheet "Boiling Pt" 

NlST Steam Table Version (Standard Reference Database I O ,  Version 2.2) was used to plot 
pressure versus temperature for liquid-vapor saturation, which is the boiling point as a function 
of pressure. This pressure is the total pressure, which is assumed to stay at atmospheric during 
the heating phase of the repository. Tthe estimate of boiling point temperature is integral to the 
estimate of relative humidity for above boiling conditions. 
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Next, we need to relate total pressure to elevations at Yucca Mountain. The range of drift 
elevations for EDA-II design was 1072 to 1101 meters. In MSTHM AMR Rev00 ICN02 (2001), 
the locations selected by Buscheck for the LDTH (thermohydrology chimney models) have 
repository elevations ranging from 1047.788 to 1097.944 m (note that his locations do not go to 
edge of the repository. 

Assume that (1 psi I2000 ft elevation ) represents the change in pressure with elevation. This 
gradient is approximate for elevations 
boundary conditions at the ground surface (Table 6-3) for the repository elevations in Table 6-2 
for each LDTH model location. The pressures at the repository horizon, using Tables 6-2 and 6- 
3 data from MSTHM AMR (2001) range between 88.7 and 89.3 kPa using the gradient: 

10,000 ft. Then we can adjust Buscheck's specified 

1 psi / 2000 ft elev = 0.01 131 kPa/m (1 psi = 6,894.7 Pa ) 

Or use Buscheck's ground surface gas pressure boundary condition and the location of the 
water table (use p=pgh) as the other end, then interpolate to the repository elevation. For air at 
300 K (27 C), which is about the average between the ground surface (17 C) and the water 
table (32 C), the density of air is 1.1614 kg/m3. For 24.5 C (the exact average), the density of 
air is 1.1754; interpolated from Table A-4 of lncropera and DeWitt (2002, Fundamentals of Heat 
and Mass Transfer). For 14~3, the distance is 669.98 m from the ground surface to the water 
table. Noting that Pa = (kg-m/s2)/m2, the increase in gas pressure between the ground surface 
and the water table is 

(1 .I 724 kg/m3)(9.807 m/s2)(669.98m) =7703 Pa. 

Interpolated back to repository from the ground surface pressure in Table 6-3 of MSTHM of 
85.13 kPa, the gas phase total pressure would be 88.89 kPa. 

1 

0.8 

E 
5 0.6 

5 
.- 5 
I 

3 0.4 
a: 

0.2 

n 
" I  

90 110 130 150 1 70 190 21 0 

Temperature, C 
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VOLUME VI1 - COLD TRAP, continued 
Thermal Effects on Flow 

10/05/2004 f!f 

Three-Dimensional Thermohydrology Model of a Drift with New Grid 

Staff involved on a routine basis: R. Fedors 
Staff involved periodically as needed: S. Painter 

Obiective 

A 3D model will be used to evaluate the temperature variation along a drift. Also, the heat load 
reduction factor will have to be recalculated for the additional time post-emplacement and pre- 
closure (50 years of ventilation after emplacement is complete). 

The previous grid use for the 3D modeling was Scott Painter’s. This old grid, however, only had 
the Topopah Springs unit and did not extend beyond the end of the drift (general temperature 
boundary conditions at specified distances were used above, below and off the end of the drift 
(repository edge). I had adjusted the distance for the lateral boundary to more correctly 
estimate the edge-cooling effect, and had assumed that the top and bottom distances (to the 
ground surface and water table) to the fixed temperature boundary conditions did not affect the 
results. Thus, the modeling results should only be valid for early times. But now I want to 
simulate into longer times, such as post thermal peak when the temperatures start dropping 
below the boiling point again. 

Collaboration with Scott Painter is to ensure MULTIFLO problems can be dealt with, and 
because modeling last March 2004 used his grid; also, he can help with utilization of his 
ventilation tmodule. Multiflo version 2.0 will be used, which I also refer to as Metra. 

Creation of New 3D Grid 

spock: -rfedors/Metra/3D-Expanded/* 
./Ames h/ 
./Nodesl/ 
. /2Dg r id/ 
./3Dg rid 

Creating meshes and Metra grid input files 
Mathematica workbooks for creating nodes 
Metra simulations 

bubo: E:\TEF-kti\CoIdTrap\3D-MetraModelingSept2004\* 

1. Create 2D array of nodes that will be used for each vertical slice along the drift; 
2. Run arriesh to create 2D grid for test simulations; 
3. Run arriesh2mflo to convert amesh results to MULTIFLO input; 
4. Simulate 2D grid to check reasonableness of property aggregation; 
5. Model itn-drift air using cell with equivalent thermal properties (for radiation and convection). 

To do this, extrude 2D node array twice: 
- 
- 

lance with solid rock for along entire set of panels including the drift panels, and 
lonce for air along entire set of panels (in drift and drift extension). 

6. Manually link first half of solid drift to second half of air drifts. 
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Used Painter’s Mathematica worksheet mfloPlotX.nb as a template. I modified the Mathematica 
worksheet by globalizing the stratigraphic inputs, reduced the area of the unstructured grid to 
about 25 ni by 30 m, reduced the number of node rows within lithographic units, added units 
above and below the Topopah Springs welded tuff (up to the ground surface and down to the 
water table). The modified Mathematica worksheet was saved as 

./3D-Expanded/Nodes/mfloPlot-rwf. n b 

Previously Scott had used general temperature conditions specified at some distance from the 
grid domain (vertically in both directions and laterally extended away from end of drift, beyond 
the repository footprint). I needed to grid up to the ground surface and down to the water table 
because I !wanted to simulate beyond about 500 years (the thermal boundary conditions start 
impacting the problem about that time). And more importantly, add panels in the rock beyond 
the end of the drift. 

Stratirrraphy and Properties 

./grid-Sept2004.xls worksheet “StratData” 

S t ra t iq rap hy 

Stratigraphy was obtained by plotting the profiles from Buscheck’s MSTHM AMR REV00 ICN02 
(2001, Tablle 6-1) locations for 14cl through 14c5 (east to west). A representative profile was 
chosen to fit with the conceptualization that there is no dip to the layering ( I  assume a horizontal 
stratigraphic layering is sufficient for modeling the temperature gradient along the half drift). 
This assumption helps avoid the complexity. 

The stratigraphy from 14c4 was determined to be representative of a drift along the trend of 14cl 
to 14~5. Thle boundary condition for 14c4 at the ground surface and water table will also used 
(Table 6-3 of MSTHM AMR Rev 00 ICN02, 2001). Explicitly, this means that I am assuming 
horizontal contacts and uniform boundary conditions at top of model (no effect by sloping beds 
and by topographic variation of ground surface). Location 14c4 was chosen because (i) it is in 
the middle,, hence somewhat representative; (ii) avoids having a lithologic contact with the 
irregularly g ridded a rea. 
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- --series19 -Series20 -Sene821 
-Series22 --series23 -Series24 
--series25 -Series26 -Senes27 
--Series28 -1916 - Pp4 

PPI 

-ptn21 - ptn24 -w5 

- =E ---E? -w 

Location. m I 
Units that are thin will need to be lumped together to avoid excessive number of cells and nodes 
(this is a huge constraint based on the previous 30 thermohydrology modeling, described earlier 
in this scientific notebook). Aggregation of stratigraphic units will focus on the PTn and above, 
and the CHn and below, hence, avoiding a large impact on the modeling results 

I also assumed that there is no vitric Calico Hills (14~4 has some in chl). This avoids the 
problem that the license application calibrated property set has no fracture properties for the 
vitric Calico Hills (they assume no fracture flow, therefore DOE removes the connections or sets 
the fracture continuum to matrix property values). Also note that the Calibrated Properties AMR 
(2003) does not contain fracture residual saturations. I used fracture residual saturation values 
of 0.01 as was done by MSTHM AMR Rev00 ICN02 (2001) and MSTHM RevOl (2004). 
Initially, matrix residual saturations and porosity were derived by me from the uncalibrated data 
set in Table 3 of the Calibrated Properties AMR (2003); that table used the Flint (1998, USGS 
Water-Resources Investigations Report 97-4243) nomenclature, not the DOE simulation 
hydrostratigraphy (hence some aggregation and splitting was required, based on my expert 
judgement). Later, the MSTHM Rev 01 AMR (2004) was found on the DOE YMP website. 

I will be using the Topopah Springs thermohydrological properties directly and aggregating units 
farther from the drift. The table below relates my modeling stratigraphy to that used in the 
Multiscale Thermohydrologic Model AMR (ANL-EBS-MD-000049 RevOl ,2004). 
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nonwelded tuff 
nonwelded tuff 
nonwelded tuff 
welded tuff 

Hvdroloaic,aI ProDerties 

./griid-Sept2004.xls worksheet “StratData” 

Extracted hydrological property values from Tables IV-4 and IV-7 in MSTHM AMR RevOl (Feb 
2004). These values are consistent the Calibrated Properties AMR RevOl (2003). 

The bulk fracture permeability values from MSTHM AMR RevOl (2004) were converted to 
fracture intrinsic permeability values for Metra input by dividing them by the fracture porosity. 
Where hydrostratigraphic layers of DOE had to be aggregated for use in my model, I used a 
geometric mean for the permeability and arithmetic averages for all other parameters. 

To get adequate initial conditions for the heated simulations and for the 3D mesh, rock 
properties of the tsw35 were used for cells inside the drift to avoid creating a drift shadow for 
initial Conditions. While a drift shadow could occur under ambient conditions, it would not begin 
to develop until the drifts were excavated. Hence, no drift shadow should be present at time=O. 

FMAREA (fracture matrix) area from MSTHM AMR RevOl (2004) is used to back out the xlm, 
ylm, and zlm values (matrix block size used for fracture-matrix and active fracture model). Matrix 
block sizes are not the same as the cell sizes, though they are related. Model block size affects 
both the interfacial fracture-matrix area and the gradients that drive heat and mass transfer 
between the fractures and matrix. Increasing the matrix block size, decreases the interfacial 
area and increases the distance over which gradient is calculated for fracture to matrix flux 
(which reduces the gradients). I will assume that these distances are equal (Im=xlm=ylm=zlm), 
thus they may readily be deduced from the fracture-matrix area values that DOE uses 

6 0 - h 1 Im = 
FMAREA 

Calculations for creating the multi.dcm file, which includes the xlm, ylm, zlm were done using a 
fortran code (Lahey/Fujitsu 95 v.5.0) called “dcm.for.” Fracture porosity and FMAREA are read 
in from an external file called “dcm.inp.” A fortran code is used because the multi.dcm file for 
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the 3D mesh will have to be created in the same manner (multi.dcm is not created using 
amesh2mflo). The dcm.for code will be presented later in this volume. 

The PCKR data set was created in a worksheet called “MetraPCKR in spreadsheet 
grid-Sept2004.xls, which could be cut and paste to the multi.pck needed for the Metra 
simulation. The PCKR data was created the same way as for the 3D modeling in March 2004, 
which was describe earlier in this scientific notebook (page 84 of volume Vll). Note that this 
time, more geologic units are needed (ground surface to water table). 

Thermal Properties 

./grid_Sept2004,xIs worksheet “StratData” 

Extracted thermal conductivity and rock density values from Table IV-3b in MSTHM AMR RevOl 
(2004) and specific heat capacity from MSTHM RevOO ICN02 (2001). The MSTHM AMR has 
both rock and grain density. Based on the energy balance equation in the Multiflo 2.0 
documentation (Painter et al., 2003), page A-4, where the term [(I-$) C, Pro& r] appears on the 
right-hand-side, it is presumed that grain density is needed. 

Also, whereas Buscheck (MSTHM AMR RevOl) clearly calculates grain density and thermal 
conductivity for the matrix and for the fracture, Metra needs these as bulk properties relevant for 
the combinled continua. 

I noted that the thermal conductivity values for tsw38 and tsw39 were much lower (by nearly a 
factor of 3) in the MSTHM AMR RevOl (2004) compared to the MSTHM AMR RevOO EN02 
(2001 ). 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
10/11 /ZOO4 f ! f  

Side Bar -’ Relationship between water activity and osmotic pressure 

Water functions as the matrix through which the chemicals move. In the presence of 
membranes, osmotic pressure can be discussed. The transport of material such as nutrients, 
wastes, toxic materials, and other compounds in and out of the cell requires water. Water exists 
in two different forms. Bound water has a physical bond to other compounds in the growth 
environment and is not available for use in cellular functions. Available water is free and 
available for use. The degree of water availability for chemical activity and growth is called the 
water activity (aw). The water activity is equivalent to the ratio of the vapor pressure of the 
growth medium to the vapor pressure of pure water. The values range between zero and one. 
The activity of pure water is equal to one. 

Osmotic pressure, relative humidity, freezing point, and boiling point affect the water activity. 
Water activity is inversely proportional to osmotic pressure and directly proportional to relative 
humidity. Increasing the solute concentration and lowering the relative humidity would result in a 
reduction in water activity. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Side Bar - Critical Threshold for Water (374 C) 

./Psat.xls in “RH, Kelvin Eqn” worksheet 

TPA 5.0.0d bombed when considering a range of parameters for the temperature model when 
including drift degradation. George Adams noticed this when performing validation testing. 

As the critical temperature is reached, the properties of the vapor and the liquid become 
identical. The concept of vapor pressure becomes meaningless. 

The equation for saturated vapor pressure as a function of temperature in TPA 5.0.0 (and going 
back to version 4.lj at least) is mathematically constrained to produce plausible numbers up to 
the critical threshold. Above the critical temperature of 374 C, negative vapor pressure results 
are produced by the TPA expression for saturated vapor pressure. The AASHAE expression 
that TEF KTI has been using (this scientific notebook, and Steve Green’s scientific notebook) 
produces seemingly plausible values of saturated vapor pressure (Psat) above the critical 
temperature, as does the equation in MUTIFLO 2.0 (though I did not reconstruct the equation, 
nor find a citation for the equation). The figure below illustrates the differences in the results of 
the TPA and AASHAE equations plotted against the NlST Steam Table v.2.2 data. The NlST 
program stops providing results at and above 374 C. 

40 
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5 
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- TPA 

0 
0 100 200 300 

Temperature, C 

As a side note, the two plots below illustrate the error (when using NlST data as “true”). The first 
plot uses the coefficients from the cited AASHAE reference. Noting the positive bias, the second 
plot provides a better fit for the AASHAE equation by slightly changing the leading coefficient 
from 217.99 to 218.1 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Boundary Conditions - Back to 3D Thermohvdrolonical Modeling 

I will use a type 1 (Dirichlet) boundary condition on the bottom (water table) and a type 5 
(mixed) for the top (ground surface with net infiltration flux). 

Pressure, Saturation, and Top Flux 

Use p=pgh along with Buscheck's ground surface gas pressure boundary condition and the 
location of the water table as the other end, then interpolate to the repository elevation. First, the 
density of air is needed at the appropriate temperature. For 24.2 C (the exact average), which is 
the average between the ground surface (1 5.9 C) and the water table (32.5 C), the density of air 
is 1.1738 kg/m3 [interpolated from Table A-4 of lncropera and DeWitt (2002, Fundamentals of 
Heat and Mass Transfer]. 

For 14~4, the distance is 739 m from the ground surface to the water table and the ground 
surface atmospheric pressure (annual average?) is 8431 0.8 Pa (Table 6-3 of MSTHM RevOO 
ICN02, 2001). Noting that Pa = (kg-m/s2)/m2, the increase in gas pressure between the ground 
surface and the water table is 

Interpolated between the water table and the ground surface pressure, the gas phase total 
pressure at the repository would be 89.0624 kPa. The sides of the model domain will 
automatically be linearly interpolated by Multiflo. 

(1 .I 738 kg/m3)(9.807 m/s2)(739 m) + 8431 0.8 Pa = 93,021.8 Pa. 

Temperatures at the ground surface and the water table are taken directly from the MSTHM 
AMR RevOO ICN02 (2001, Table 6-3). For location 14~4, these are 15.91 and 32.544 "C. 

The saturation gas phase value for the lower boundary was set to 0.0001, or essentially zero. 

For the ground surface flux, divide the net infiltration rate of 10 mm/yr between the matrix and 
fracture continua. The fracture takes what the matrix cannot handle. The total flux is the linear 
flux multiplied by the density of water: 
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ks ,16247 e - 7- 
m2s 

The matrix can handle a flux at unit gradient that is equivalent to the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity, which is 

m N s  kg andg = 9.807?,,~ = l e  - 3-, or - P g  where K, = k- 
lu S m s m  

matrix flux = K, p 

For the tmrl l -1 2 top layer with a permeability of 1.44e-17 m2, the matrix can handle 
1.40~1 07kg/m2-s. But, use a reduction factor to stay below saturation in the matrix; I arbitrarily 
chose a reduction factor of about 0.1 2, which leads to a matrix flux boundary condition of 1.7e-8 
kg/m2-s. The factor doesn’t matter much because the water will redistribute as needed. But we 
do have to keep the flux into the matrix below a level that would cause trouble in Metra. The 
fracture takes all the remaining water readily. 

Metra uses a “intrinsic” flux for the fracture (Metra immediately turns the intrinsic flux back into a 
bulk flux for the fractures. Note that this tidbit of information is not described in the Multiflo 
documentation. Then the fracture flux will be 

lntrinsicF ractureflu x = (TotalFlux - MatrixFlux )/b, 

Yr 
{lo? ( l O c m ) (  3600 * 24 * 3 6 5 . 2 5 ~ ~  

lntrinsicF mctureFlu x = 
0,0205 

ks lntrinsicF ractureFlu x = 1.46e - 5 - 
m 2 s  

The boundary condition file bcon-a was created in a worksheet of the same name in the 
spreadsheet grid-Sept2004.xls, which can be cut and paste into TextPad for creating the 
needed ascii file for amesh 

Thermal Heat Load 

Use the same heat load as previously used for 3D thermohydrological modeling last spring (see 
February or March entries in this volume of this scientific notebook); I will just use the heat load 
for the center location from the 3D Metra input file from last spring. 

This heat load is similar to the TPA 5.0 heat load. I had used Painter’s ventilation results (that 
used a slightly different heat load) to get percentages, then used the appropriate TPA 5.0 heat 
load. Note that TPA 5.0.0d has a new heat load (Oleg Pevetko’s revision) and TPA 5.0.0d now 
uses heat load reduction factor of 0.86 (instead of 0.70). Hence the heat load used for the 
thermohydrology modeling here will be different than the TPA heat load. 

When I remodel the ventilation, using the ventilation model linked to Metra, I can use the new 
heat load directly. 

Nodes Numberinq of New Grid 

spock: ./3D-Expanded/Nodesl /PIaceGrid_27Sept2004. n b 
bub.0: .\ColdTrap\3D~MetraModelingSept2004\grid~Sept2004.xls 
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Used Mathematica 5.0.0.0 on spock (UNIX) to create node locations for a 2D (X-Z) slice. Used 
Painter's PlaceGrid.nb Mathematica workbook as a template, but significantly modified the 
algorithms to reduce the number of nodes needed, particularly in the unstructured region near 
the drift. 

Used TableForm[] command to extract the x-z pairs for plotting in Excel 97 SR-2 to help identify 
numbering. Two arrays were extracted, the node and foo arrays are plotted in the following 
figure. Node distances above, below, and springline in the wall rock near the drift wall were 
identified in the spreadsheet. These nodes will be chosen later for monitoring during Metra 
simulation. 

4.99 163 -4.99 203 4.21 
6 ,, 58 4 -6.58 84 5.53 

' Tu - ,  
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This plot shows the pattern created by the algorithm in the Mathematica notebook (the [fool and 
[nodes] arrays create alternating bands of nodes (see drift-nodesxls). All nodes are in wallrock. 
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.o 

. . m  - 

Top figure has only tsw35 nodes near the drift. The top figure has additional nodes just inside 
the driftwall, which would be air nodes (these are not included on figure on previous page). 
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Amesh and Amesh2mflo 

spock: .3D-Expanded/Amesh/* 

To run amesh and amesh2mfl0, first set the paths: 
Path to amesh set in .cshrc.local file 

Path to amesh2mflo set in .cshrc.local file 
-spainter/amesh/amesh.spock 

-spainter/multiflo/mflo2.0.1 /amesh2mflo/amesh2mflo 

Commands to run the scripts are: 
YO amesh 
% amesh2mflo xz dcm (to create 2D dual continuum grid) 

amesh needs: 

Node locations from mathernatica notebook PlaceGrid-Sept2004.nb, however the output format 
from Mathematica is not correct. It needs to be stripped of excess special characters and the 
domain boundary must be added to the end of the file. 

Run readmath0ut.c to strip special characters from mathernatica output, and name this 
reformatted file "in" 

in file that is reformatted from Mathematica output of nodes 
- remove braces by running readmath0ut.c script 

%I readmathout < infile > in 
- add locat keyword to first line of file 
- add domain description at end of file, 

e.g., skip line (5 spaces) then add: 
boundary 
0.0 -364.3 
40.5 -364.3 
40.5 159.8 
0. 159.8 

Note that Painter example went counter-clockwise; whereas Amesh documentation says to go 
clockwise, but their example shows otherwise. 

Running arnesh creates the 3 files needed by amesh2mflo (conne, eleme, and segmt) 

amesh2mflo needs: 

These files must be in the directory: 
conne, eleme, segmt (3 output files from amesh, only 2 are used) 
phik-a Properties file 
bcon-a Boundary conditions for hydrology 
Note that tabs should be replaced by spaces so that amesh2mflo doesn't bomb. 

generic command: 
amesh2mflo args 
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specific command for 2D slice (for 30, add "extrude" to arg list): 
amesh2mflo w dcm 
amesh2mflo xz dcm extrude 

Running amesh2mflo creates multi.bc, multi.con, and multi.phk 

See readme file in ./Amesh/Orig-Painter/ and ./Amesh/Amesh2mflo-Orig/ directories for 
more details from Painter. 

The file phik-a was created in a worksheet with the same name in grid-Sept2004.xls, which 
could then be cut and paste into TextPad to create an asci file for amesh. 

Dual Continuum Input File 

Take fracture-matrix area (FMAREA) and fracture porosity (@J from DOE modeling (MSTHM 
RevOl, 2004, Tables IV-4 and IV-7), which are tabulated in the "StratData" worksheet of 
grid-Sept2004.xls, and develop inputs needed for the Metra keywork DCMP. Assume 
xlm=ylm=zlm (distances from fracture to matrix), thus they can easily be calculated by the 
formula 

xlml = ylm = zlm = 6. * (1 .- I$~) / FMAREA. 

The fortrari script dcm.for reads in FMAREA and @f, along with node information and active 
fracture tabular data set number, and writes out a formatted file. The output file from the script 
dcm.for can be exported by TextPad for direct use as the external file multi.dcm, which is called 
out in the main input file (multi.dat). 

c Script for creating the Metra *.dcm file (dual continuu input parameters). 
c Fracture porosity and matrix/fracture interface area needed as input. 

c RFedors October 14, 2004; 
c bubo E:\TEF-kt~i\ColdTrap\3D_MetraModelingSept2004\dcm.for 
c Lahey/Fujitsu Fortran 95 version 5.0 

c Input file "dcm.inp" created in grid-Sept2004.xls, StratData worksheet. 
c Arrays used in this script: 
c rock(layer,2) contains fracture porosity and frac-matrix interface area. 
c nodes(layer,3) contains AFM tabular data set, start-node, end-node. 
c layerType(layer1 contains ascii text of layer name with colon in front. 

~23456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 12 

C 

C 

C 

integer ioread, iowrit, nlay, i, j, mx, inc 
parameter (mx=lO 0 ) 
integer nodes(mx,3) 
real totalnodes, amod, xlm 
rea1*8 rock(mx,2) 
character*60 header 
character*18 layerType(mx) 
character*l eof 

c Set input and output unit numbers 
ioread = 7 
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iowrit = 8 

c Read in fracture porosity and fracture/matrix interface areas (DOE data), 
c and nodes numbers for each layer (in that order). 

open(unit = .ioread, file = 'dcm.inp', form = 'formatted') 
read(ioread, I (a60) I ) header 
read(ioread, ' (i8) ' ) nlay 
do i = 1, nlay 

C read(ioread,'(2f10.2,i18)') rock(i,l), rock(i,2) 
read(ioread,*) rock(i,l), rock(i,2) 

& , nodes(i,l), nodes(i,2), nodes(i,3), layerType(i) 
enddo 
close ( ioread) 

c Calculate and write out multi.dcm, one record for each node location 
open(unit=iowrit, file='multi.dcm', form='formatted') 

inc: = 1 
amod = 1. 
do j = 1, nlay 

C print*, j, nodes(j,2), layerType(j) 
do i = nodes(j,2), nodes(j,3) 
xlm = 6. * (1.- rock(j,l) ) / rock(j,2) 
write(iowrit,200) i, i, inc, rock(j,l), amod 

& , xlm, xlm, xlm, nodes(j,l), layerType(j) 
enddo 

enddo 
eof- = I . '  

wri.te(iowrit, ' (al) ' )  eof 

200 format(3i5,e12.3,f6.l,el2.3,el2.3,el2.3,i5,3x,al8) 

stop 
end 

A sample input file (dcm.inp) for dcm.for is: 

f rac_poro 
13 
2.05E-02 
7.563-03 
6.653-03 
5.80E-03 
8.50E-03 
9.60E-03 
9.60E-03 
1.30E-02 
1.10E-02 
9.90E-04 
2.65E-04 
8.20E-04 
9.60E-03 

FMAREA 

7.48 
1.85 
3.54 
4.44 
13.54 
9.68 
9.68 
12.31 
13.34 
0.80 
0.27 
0.57 
9.68 

2D Simulations 

FM-set Start&EndNodes LayerType 

-2 5 
-2 6 
-27 
--2 8 

--30 
-3 0 

-29 

-3 1 
-32 
-33 
--34 
-35 
-36 

429 446 : tcwll- 12 
417 428 :tcwl3-ptn 
405 416 : t sw3 1-32 
381 404 : tsw33 
363 380 : tsw34 
1 278 : tsw35 
345 362 : tsw35 
279 296 : tsw36-37 
297 302 : tsw38 
303 320 :tsw39-chnl-5 
321 326 : ch6-pp4 
327 344 :ppl-3-bf3 
447 471 :in-drift space 

The setup for running Metra has changed since last March 2004. Now, we cannot run Metra on 
Spock (executable error). Apparently, the idaho and spock are no longer compatible; according 
to Chandrika, the executable in Painter's directory (see the link at -spainter/bin/metra) was 
compiled on idaho and only works there. Also, we can now run the program directly on idaho 
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(we are not required to run it through the qsub command and script. The alias and paths that 
can be used on spock for Painter’s directories, do not work on idaho, hence I copied metra 
executable from Painter’s directory; then I used the following command to start the simulation: 

First I tried mixed boundary conditions on the top (as discussed in boundary condition section 
on previous page), but Metra was taking a day (clock time) to complete 1 year of simulation 
time. The time steps were extremely small, e.g., le-9 years; even after I refined the initial 
conditions to layer by layer entries. So, I switched to a dirichlet boundary condition on the top, 
thus expecting a two step development of initial conditions (first use dirichlet conditions on top, 
then re-do with the mixed boundary conditions). 

% ../metra multi > out & 

While on travel to Washington DC, Scott checked the simulations. He found that the matrix and 
fracture reference numbers were switched. Once he switched these, convergence speed and 
time step size dramatically increased. The 2D steady state results were extracted from the 
multi-out file for use in a heated 2D run and later extruded for the 3D heated run. Scott extruded 
the grid and initial conditions to a 3D grid and started a heated run using a uniform heat load 
along the drift (neglects ventilation effect). Scott’s work was recorded in his Scientific Notebook. 

I created the heat load for the 3D grid that includes the along-drift variation in heat load 
reduction caused by ventilation during the preclosure period. The heat.for fortran script (Lahey 
Fortran 95 version 5.0 was used to read in output from Painter et al. (2001) ventilation model. 
After the ventilation of preclosure, the postclosure heat load was not varied along the drift. 

Panels 1-12 were in the rock at the end of the drift. Panels 13-31 were in 600 m of the drift with 
the last panel being near the center of the drift (symmetry allowed half of a 1200-m long drift to 
be modeled using a 600-m section of drift. The 12 panel in the rock extending. 

Tablc 
extruc 

31 
100 
100 
50 
50 
20 
20 
10 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
5 
5 
10 
10 
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The values from the ventilation results from the "heatload" file obtained from Scott (see -March 
2004 entry in this notebook, M32  Volume VII), were read into a fortran script and interpolated to 
the panels of the new (nonuniform) grid. The "heat.for" fortran script is included below. 
The input and output files are 

heatload (W/paneI output from Painter et al. 2001, 1'' column) 
extrude-a.txt (panel widths of new 3D grid) 
heat.inp (output file formatted for multi.src, the SOURce file for Metra) 

+++++++++++++++++++ 
C Last change: RWF 2 Nov 2004 1:12 pm 

~23456789 123456789 3.23456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 12 
c Reads Painter's ventilation model output of heat load for each panel 
c in the 3D model 
c Definitions: mx = #of time steps from Painter output of heat load 
C mpp = allocating max number of panels 
C mp = # of panels in grid 
C itp = #of time steps during pre-closure + 1, Painter et a1 
C The additional time step for "ip" helps to avoid interpolation 
C errors in Multiflo when heat load changes suddenly, at 50 yr 
C mtp = additional time steps after pre-closure 
C heat load is units of watts/MTU (metric ton uranium) 
C Old: scale = 49; used in the Multiflo, Source term to 
C scale; appears to account for area of panel and MTU/WP. 
C Per Painter confirmation 2/17/04, scale=30 to convert "heatload" 
C output data to W/m (implied that volume is accounted for). 

c Revision October 24, 2004 
c Partitions heat load along nonuniformly spaced panels for new 3D grid. 
c First 12 panels are rock; 13th panel is drift air at repository edge 
C and 31st panel is drift air in center of repository. 

program heat 

C 

integer m x ,  mpp, mp, mtp, i, j, k, itp 
integer inc, i.type, start-node, nodedsanel, mp-air 
parameter (mx=:158, mpp=50, mtp=15, itp=33, nodesganel=471) 
rea1*8 time(mx), heatload(mx,mpp), frac(itp), widthPanel(mpp) 
rea1*8 timep(itp+mtp), heatpost(itp+mtp), heatld(mx,mpp) 
integer header(mpp,4) 
rea1*8 cum-widthPanel(O:mpp), aa, bb, uniformpanel, cum-PanelAvg 
rea1*8 x2,x3,x4,x5,x6, yr, yr50, a, b, yo, scale, scalh 

c The factor of 30 is consistent with Fig2-4 in Painter et al.(2001) 
c Scale=30 for uniform panel width; Scale=l for nonuniform panel width 

scalh = 1. 
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c Fractions to apply to heat load to account ventilation 
C 3-parameter power fit to ratio TPA/Painter heat load, 
C y = yo + a * xAb where y=estimated ratio, x=years 

yo= 0.997881 
a = 0.0361739 
b = 0.422252 

c Panel widths for 3D grid Oct 2004 TH model; 12 solid, 19 air panels. 
open(un i t=7 , f i l e= ' ex t rude_a . tx t ' )  
reacl(7, * )  mp 
do i = 1, mp 

endclo 
close(7) 

read(7, * )  widthPanel(i) 

c Nodes (min, max, inc) and type of source for Multiflo "Source" 
c Start node is in 13th panel, 471 nodes per panel. 

mp-a.ir = 12 
ii = 6123 
inc = 1 
itype = 31 
do i = 1, mp - mp-air 

header(i,l) = ii 
header(i,2) = ii 
header(i,3) = inc 
header (i, 4) = itype 
ii = ii + nodesganel 

endclo 

c Heat load (W/m) to use for post-closure, based on TPA 5.0 burnup.dat, 
heat.post (itp+l) = 572.0627 
heat.post(itp+2) = 514.7010 
heatpost(itp+3) = 468.5119 
heatpost(itp+4) = 431.1082 
heat.post(itp+5) = 400.0614 
heat.post (itp+6) = 242.7771 
heatpost(itp+7) = 191.5130 
heatpost 
heatpos t 
heatpos t 
heatpos t 
heatpos t 
heatpos t 
heatpost 
heatpost 

itp+8) = 161.0911 
itp+9) = 139.8835 
itp+lO) = 80.7520 
itp+ll.) = 42.3717 
itp+l;!) = 34.7569 
itp+l3) = 27.0677 
itp+l4) = 19.7066 
itp+l5) = 11.7374 

timep(itp+l) = 50. 
timep(itp+2) = 60. 
timep(itp+3) = 70. 
timep(itp+4) = 80. 
timep(itp+5) = 90. 
timep(itp+6) = 190. 
timep(itp+7) = 290. 
timep(itp+8) = 390. 
timep(itp+9) = 490. 
timep(itp+lO) =: 990. 
timep(itp+ll) =: 1990. 
timep(itp+l2) =: 2990. 
timep (itp+l3) = 4990. 
timep (itp+l4) =: 9990. 
timep(itp+l5) =- 19974. 

c convert to seconds 
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yr =: 3600. * 24. * 365.25 
do j. = itp+l, itp+mtp 

end do 
t:imep(i) = timep(i) * yr 

c Use heat; load from Painter et al. (2001) output for pre-closure. 
c Painter used a heat load scaled to 1.2 kW/m at start time, 
c which compares favorably to the TPA 5.0 value of 1196 W/m 
c Hence no adjustment to ventilation results. 
c Use heat: load directly from TPA v5.0 for the post-closure period. 
c Put ventilatiion heat load into units of W/m (from W/panel). 

open (unit=9, f i:Le= ' heatload' ) 
open (unit=8, f i:Le= 'heat. inp' ) 

do j. = 1,mx 
read (9, * )  time (i) 
do j = 1, 20 
read(9,*) heatload(i,j), x2, x3, x4, x5, x6 
heatload(i,,j) = heatload(i,j) / 30. 

end do 
end do 
close (9) 

c Interpol-ate from uniform panel results to non-uniform panel widths 
c Exptrapolate panels near repository edge; 
c conservative approach for extrapolation based on first 2 panels. 

cum-widthpanel ( 0 ) = 0. 
cum-widthpanel [ 1) = widthpanel (mp-air+l) 
do i. = 2, mp - mp-air 

endclo 
cum-widthPanel(i)= cum-widthPanel(i-1) +widthPanel(i+mp-air) 

c Use y=ar:+b to interpolate and extrapolate; y y 0  = intercept 
c Heatload array has 20 panels, all drift air; hence double pointer needed. 

do ti: = 1, mp - mp-air 
tun-PanelAvg = ( cum-widthPanel(k-1) + cum-widthPanel(k) ) * 0.5 
dc) j = 1, 20 
uniformpanel = float(j) * 30. - 15. + 0.0001 
if (cum-PanelAvg . It. 15. ) then 
do i = 1, itp 

aa = (heatload(i,2)-heatload(i,l)) / 30. 
bb = heatload(i,l) - aa * 15. 
heatld (i, k) = bb + aa * cum-PanelAvg 

enddo 
endi f 

if(cum-Pane1Avg.gt.uniformPanel.and. 
& cum-PanelAvg.lt.uniformPane1+30.) then 

do i = 1, itp 
aa = ( heatload(i,j+l) - heatload(i,j) ) / 30. 
bb = heatload(i,j) - aa * uniformpanel 
heatld(i,k)= bb + aa * cum-PAnelAvg 
enddo 

endi f 
enddo 

enddo 

c Regression done on ratio and time (in years). 
c Frat() for ventilation, scale to TPA, divide by 2 for half-heat load. 
c Additioral time step just before 50 yrs to avoid interpolation errors 
c For itylrie=31 for SOURce, multiply heat load by panel widths. 

do i = 1, itp-l 
x = time(i)/yr 
frac(i) = yo + a * x**b 
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enddo 

C do i = 1,mp 
C write ( 8, * ) widthpanel ( i) 
C encldo 
C do i = 1, mp -- mp-air 
C vrrite(8, * )  c:um-widthPanel(i) 
C encldo 

do 1 = l,mp-mp--air 
scale = widthpanel (j+mp-air) / scalh 

C scale = 1. 

C write (8, * ) (cum-widthpanel ( j -1) +cum-widthpanel ( j ) ) * 0 . 5  
write (8, ‘ (4i8:i ’ ) header ( j  ,1) ,header ( j  ,2), header (j ,3), header ( j  ,4) 

dc) i = 1, itp-1 

end do 
write(8,115) 

do i = itp+l, itp+mtp 

end do 
write(8, I (a211 I )  ‘ .  I 

write(8,115) time(i), frac(i) * heatld(i,j) * scale / 2. 

& yr*50.-7200., frac(itp-l)*heatld(itp-1,j) *scale / 2. 

write(8,115) timep(i), heatpost(i) * scale / 2. 

end do 
close (8) 

115 format(el5.8, f11.2) 

s top 
end 

+++++++++++++++++++ 

The nonuniform panel widths in the new 3D grid lead to a slight underprediction of heat load in 
the center of the repository. 

Testing of script was accomplished by setting “scale” to 1 .O and comparing results of 
postclosure to “burnup” worksheet in 

The results in the “burnup” worksheet for TPA 5.0 heat load were used to confirm the 
postclosure manipulations in heat.for. For preclosure, spot checks of the interpolations were 
manually done in comparison with the original Painter “heatload” data. The trends from the drift 
end to the drift center were seen to be consistent with the ventilation results. 

bubo: E:\TEF-kti\ColdTrap\LargeScaleModel\condriveApril2004.xls 

After the script checks were complete, the heat.for script was modified as follows. The 
preclosure data from “heatload” (ventilation) was put into units of W/m (instead of W/panel for 
30-m long panels). Then the entire preclosure and postclosure heat loads were converted from 
W/m to W/panel in the new (non-uniform panel width) 3D grid using the extrude-a.txt panel 
width data. 

PLOT keyword in Metra was enabled to temporally track drift ceiling nodes at the drift end and 
drift center. See drift node plot presented earlier in this volume 2D grid has node (153 at drift 
ceiling and 154 is the third node up from the drift ceiling). 

Node 5805 (13‘h panel; 5805 = (13-1) * 471 total nodes + 153) 
Node 14283 (31 panel; 14283 = 30 * 471 + 153) 
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Properties of in-drift air cells were changed from what Painter used. I used 10 W/m-K for wet 
and dry thermal conductivity of in-drift cells to account for radiation and natural convection. 
Extremely low bulk density and heat capacity values were used for the air cells (0.1 kg/m3 and 
0.1 J/s/K). 

!f 1 1 /8/2004 

Conduction-Only Model Results 

s pock: -/Edge Eff ect/Dec2003/cond rive. e (build 5, a I I source files) 
-/Metra/3D-Expanded/3Dgrid/Conduction/* (saved file output from c0ndrive.e) 

Previous modification to TPA conduction-only model to output spatial results along a drift 
(instead of the single local temperatures at the center of each subarea) done by myself and 
George Adams (sci ntbk #532) was again utilized. Rock properties of tsw34, tsw35, and tsw36/7 
were set to the tsw35 properties to avoid lithologic effects on temperatures. Ventilation heat load 
reduction factor was set to 0.83 for the entire ventilation period of 50 years. Drift 25 was used 
because it is in the approximate center of the repository. 

z=2.75 m (drift wall) 
Kth=varied (wallrock thermal conductivity) 
Cp=900 J/kg-K 
pb=2540 kg/m3 
Ta,b=23.O C (ambient repository temperature) 

(heat capacity of wallrock) 
(bulk density of wallrock) 

1. Edit condrive.dat in the ./data/ directory 
2. Run c0ndrive.e at unix prompt in the ./Dec2003 directory 
3. Import condrive.out output file into spreadsheet is the general procedure 
4. Environment variables for running c0ndrive.e are: 

% setenv TPA--TEST -/EdgeEffect/Dec2003 
% setenv TPA-DATA -/EdgeEffect/Dec2003 

The output files from c0ndrive.e were imported into 
Spock: ./3D-Expanded/3Dgrid/multi~tmp.xyp.xls 

For later plotting with Metra results 
A range of host rock thermal conductivity values were simulated; ranging from 1.40 W/m-K to 
1.75 W/m-K. 

k!f 1 1 / I  0/2004 
30 Metra TH Simulations 

Simulations done on SUN cluster using qsub command on idaho (SUN workstation). These 
directories are stored on spock. 

./3Dgrid/Heatl/ uniform heat load along drift, and Kth,air = 100. W/m-K 

./3Dgrid/Heat2/* correct heat load that includes ventilation, and Kth,air = I O .  W/m-K 

./3Dgrid/Heat2_vpl/* same as ./Heat2 except with vapor pressure lowering (stopped at 369 yrs) 

Not liking the results and the speed at which simulation run, I decided to change the grid. 
The problematic results are discussed further in the next section. 
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Revision of Heat Load & Regridding to Different Panel Widths 

Some inflections in temperature results at 90 and 190 years looked peculiar, and happen to 
coincide with times at which the heat source was changed. 

New heat load interpolation points added to heat.for to remove kinks in temperatures apparently 
caused by Metra linear interpolations. I first restarted simulations, but saw that Metra has a 
hard-coded limit for the time-dependent heat sources. The number of times for preclosure 
changes to the heat load was reduced by about 14 to stay under the limit. 

Natural log interpolations between time points in burnup.dat file (TPA 4.2 burnup.dat; TSPAI 
staff are still testing Oleg’s new burnup.dat file for TPA version 5.00d). 

T(t - 1) In(Q(t - I)/ Q(t + 1)) 
+ I>/ ~ ( t  - 1)) 

where Q is heat load, T is time, and t denotes the different relative times. These interpolations 
were done in worksheet “burnup” of 

spock: -/Metra/3D-Expanded/3Dgrid/multi~tmp.xyp.xis 

Note also that Metra has a coded limit of 51 changes to the time dependent heat source 
(SOURce key word), hence I reduced some of the preclosure entries in order to retain my new 
postclosure entries. 

I also fixed the problem with the last (center location) heat load being underestimated by setting 
the ghost heat load equal to the last entries (panel) for each time from the “heat load” file. This 
was needed for my extrapolation at the center. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C Last change: RWF 4 Nov 2004 3:40 pm 

~23456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 12 
c Reads Fainter’s ventilation model output of heat load for each panel 
c in the 3D model 
c Definitions: mx =: #of time steps from Painter output of heat load 
C mpp = allocating max number of panels 
C mp =: # of panels in grid 
C itp = #of time steps during pre-closure + 1, Painter et a1 
C The additional time step for “ip“ helps to avoid interpolation 
C errors in Multiflo when heat load changes suddenly, at 50 yr 
C mtp = additional time steps after pre-closure 
C heat load is units of watts/MTU (metric ton uranium) 
C Old: scale = 49; used in the Multiflo, Source term to 
C scale; appears to account for area of panel and MTU/WP. 
C Per Painter confirmation 2/17/04, scale=30 to convert ”heatload“ 
C output data to W/m (implied that volume is accounted for). 

c Revision October 24, 2004 
c Partitions heat load along nonuniformly spaced panels for new 3D grid. 
c First 12 panels are rock; 13th panel is drift air at repository edge 
C and 31st panel is drift air in center of repository. 
c Added new points to postclosure heat load to remove kinks by Metra. 

program heat 

C 

integer mx, mpp, mp, mtp, i, j ,  k, itp 
integer inc, itype, start-node, nodedsanel, mp-air 
parameter (mx=158, mpp=50, mtp=28, itp=33, nodes_panel=471) 
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rea1*8 time(mx), heatload(mx,mpp), frac(itp), widthPanel(mpp) 
rea1*8 timep(itp+mtp), heatpost(itp+mtp), heatld(mx,mpp) 
int.eger header (mpp, 4 ) 
real*8 cum-widthPanel(O:mpp), aa, bb, uniformpanel, cum-PanelAvg 
redl*8 x2,x3,x4,x5,x6, yr, yr50, a, b, yo, scale, scalh 

c The factor of 30 is consistent with Fig2-4 in Painter et a1.(2001) 
c Scale=30 for uniform panel width; Scale=l for nonuniform panel width 

sceilh = 1. 

c Fractions to apply to heat load to account ventilation 
C 3-parameter power fit to ratio TPA/Painter heat load, 
C y := yo + a * x"b where y=estimated ratio, x=years 

yo=: 0.997881 
a =: 0.0361739 
b =: 0.422252 

c Panel widths for 3D grid Oct 2004 TH model; 12 solid, 19 air panels. 
open(unit=7,file='extrude-a1) 
resid(7, * )  mp 
do i = 1, mp 

enddo 
close(7) 

read (7, * )  widthpanel (i) 

c Nodes (min, max, inc) and type of source for Multiflo "Source" 
c Start node is in 13th panel, 471 nodes per panel. 

mp--air = 12 
ii = 6123 
inc: = 1 
itype = 31 
do i = 1, mp - mp-air 

header (i, 1) = ii 
header(i,2) = ii 
header(i,3) = inc 
header(i,4) = itype 
ii = ii + nodessanel 

encldo 

c Heat laad (W/m) to 
heatpost(itp+l 
heatpost (itp+2 
heatpost (itp+3 
heatpost(itp+4 
hea.tpost (itp+5 
heatpost(itp+6 
hea.tpost (itp+7 
heatpost(itp+8 
hea.tpost (itp+9 
heatpost(itp*l 

use for post-closure, based on TPA 5.0 burnup.dat, 
= 572.0627 
= 541.7396 
= 514.7010 
= 468.5119 
= 452.4462 
= 431.1082 
= 400.0614 
= 361.6951 
= 321.5059 

= 283.1613 
heatpost(itp+ll) = 254.6918 
heatpost(itp+12) = 242.7771 
heatpost(itp*13) = 226.7768 
heatpost(itpil4) = 208.4193 
heatpost(itptl5) = 197.8773 
heatpost(itp+l6) = 187.7955 
heatpost(itp+l7) = 165.1157 
heatpost(itp+18) = 143.4881 
heatpost(itp+l9) = 116.0868 
heatpost(itp+20) = 98.1632 
heatpost(itp+21) = 81.9745 
heatpost(itp+22) = 68.9809 
heatpost(itp+23) = 54.9471 
heatpost(itp+24) = 42.5381 
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heatpost(itp+25) = 34.7003 
heatpost(itp+26) = 27.1073 
heatpost(itp+27) = 19.7302 
heatpost (itp+28) = 11.7374 

timep(itp+l) = 50. 
timep(itp+2) = 55. 
timep(itp+3) = 60. 
timep(itp+4) = 70. 
timep(itp+5) = 74. 
timep(itp+6) = 80. 
timep(itp+7) = 90. 
timep(itp+8) = 105. 
timep(itp+9) = 125. 
timep(itp+lO)I = 150. 
timep (itp+ll)l = 174. 
tiniep (itp+l2 11 = 190. 
timep(itp+l3)1 = 215. 
timep(itp+l4)~ = 250. 
timep (itp+l5) = 274. 
timep(itp+l6) = 300. 
timep (itp+l7) = 374. 
timep(itp+l8) = 474. 
timep(itp+l9) = 624. 
timep(itp+20) = 774. 
timep(itp+21) = 974. 
timep(itp+22) = 1174. 
timep (itp+23) = 1500. 
timep(itp+24) = 1974. 
timep(itp+25) = 3000. 
tirriep (itp+26) = 4974. 
timep(itp+27) = 9974. 
timep(itp+28) = 19974. 

c convert to seconds 
yr = 3600. * 24. * 365.25 
do i = itp+l, itp+mtp 

end do 
timep(i) = timep(i) * yr 

c Use heat load from Painter et al. (2001) output for pre-closure. 
c Painter used a heat load scaled to 1.2 kW/m at start time, 
c which compares favorably to the TPA 5.0 value of 1196 W/m 
c Hence no adjustment to ventilation results. 
c Use heat load directly from TPA v5.0 for the post-closure period. 
c Put ventilatiion heat load into units of W/m (from W/panel). 

open(unit=9,f!ile='heatload') 
open(unit=8,file='heat.inp') 

do i = 1,mx 
read(9, * )  t:ime(i) 
do j = 1, 20 
read(9,*) heatload(i,j), x2, x3, x4, x5, x6 
heatload(i,j) = heatload(i,j) / 30. 

end do 
end do 
close (9) 

c Interpolate from uniform panel results to non-uniform panel widths 
c Exptrapolate panels near repository edge; 
c conservative approach for extrapolation based on first 2 panels. 

cum-widthPanel(0) = 0. 
cum-widthPanel(1) = widthPanel(mp-air+l) 
do i = 2, mp - mp-air 

cum-widthPanel(i)= cum-widthPanel(i-1) +widthPanel(i+mp-air) 
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enddo 
c Use y=a.x+b to interpolate and extrapolate; y y 0  = intercept 
c Heatloa.d array has 20 panels, all drift air; hence double pointer needed. 
c Set dummy heatload at center to last heatload values 

do i = 1, mx 

end.do 
heatload(i,21) = heatload(i,20) 

do k = 1, mp - mp-air 
cum-PanelAvg = ( cum-widthPanel(k-1) + cum-widthPanel(k) ) * 0.5 
d.o j = 1, 20 
uniformpanel = float(j) * 3 0 .  - 15. + 0.0001 
if(cum-PanelAvg.lt.15.) then 
do i = 1, itp 
aa = (heatload(i,2)-heatload(i,l)) / 3 0 .  
bb = heatload(i,l) - aa * 15. 
heatld(i,k)= bb + aa * cum-PanelAvg 

enddo 
endi f 

if(cum-PanelAvg.gt.uniformPane1.and. 
& cum-PanelAvg.lt.uniformPane1+30.) then 

do i = 1, itp 
aa = ( heatload(i,j+l) - heatload(i,j) ) / 30. 
bb = heatload(i,j) - aa * uniformpanel 
heatl.d(i, k) = bb + aa * cum-PAnelAvg 
enddo 

endi f 
enddo 

enddo 

c Regression done on ratio and time (in years). 
c FracO for ventilation, scale to TPA, divide by 2 for half-heat load. 
c Additional time step just before 50 yrs to avoid interpolation errors 
c For itype=31 for SOURce, multiply heat load by panel widths. 

do i = 1, itp-l 
x = time(i)/yr 
frac(i) = y o  + a * x**b 

enddo 

C do i = 1,mp 
C write (8, * ) widthpanel (i) 
C enddo 
C do i = 1, mp - mp-air 
C write(8,*) cum-widthPanel(i) 
C enddo 

c Needed to reduce number of changes to heat source (Metra limit=51). 
do j = 1,mp-mp-air 
scale = widthpanel ( j +mp-air) / scalh 

C scale = 1. 

C write(8,*) (cum-widthPanel(j-l)+cum-widthPanel(j)) * 0.5 
write (8, I (4i.8) ' ) header (j ,1) ,header (j , 2 ) ,  header ( j  ,3), header (j ,4) 

do i = 1, 9 

end do 
write(8,1.15) time(i), frac(i) * heatld(i,j) * scale / 2. 

do i = 12, itp-1,2 

end do 
write ( 8,115 ) 

do i = itp+l, itp+mtp 

write(8,115) time(i), frac(i) * heatld(i,j) * scale / 2. 

& yr*50.-7200., frac(itp-l)*heatld(itp-1, j )  *scale / 2. 
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write(8,115) timep(i), heatpost(i) * scale / 2. 
end do 
write(8, ' (a2) ) I .  I 

end do 
close (8) 

115 format(e15.8,f11.2) 

stop 
end 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
In addition to changing the heat load, I regridded to add refinement to the panels at the 
repository center. I was worried that the heat load at 50 m from the center (100-m panel) may 
under-represent the heat load at the repository center. I also smoothed out the changes in panel 
widths for the drift portion only. 
The spreadsheet bubo: 
extrude-a.txt used by 

new extrude-a 31 
100 
100 
50 
50 
20 
20 
10 
5 

5 
2 

2 

2 

100 
100 
50 
50 
20 
20 
10 
5 

5 
2 

2 

2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

drift start 12 
2 1  
4 2  
6 3  

10 4 
15 5 
20 6 
30 7 
40 8 
60 9 
80 10 

100 11 
150 12 
200 13 
250 14 
300 15 
350 16 
400 17 
500 18 
600 19 

panel 
# 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

New 3D grid, Oct 2004 
rnid- 
panel 
position, 

rn 
1 
3 
5 
8 

12.5 
17.5 

25 
35 
50 
70 
90 

125 
175 
225 
275 
325 
375 
450 
550 

panel 

number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 
210 
240 
270 
300 
330 
360 
390 
420 
450 
480 
51 0 
540 
570 
600 

Old grid, Painter et al., 
2001 
uniform panel widths 

mid panel 

position, rn 
15 
45 
75 

105 
135 
165 
195 
225 
255 
285 
31 5 
345 
375 
405 
435 
465 
495 
525 
555 
585 

number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
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The new panel widths in “extrude-a” are: 

100. 
100. 
50. 
50. 
2 0 .  
2 0 .  
10 
5 .  
5. 
2. 
2 .  

31 panel-s, 12 i n  rock,  1 9  i n  d r i f t  p o r t i o n  

2 
2 
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
6 .  
8 .  
1 0  
1 4 .  
1 8 .  
2 4 .  
32. 
42. 
5 6 .  
78. 
100 
100 
65. 
30. 
6. 

The file “extrude-a” is used by amesh2mflo and by heat.for. The heat load for each panel was 
generated again from heat.for without any other changes and saved as multi.src. 

The grid was regenerated by: 
1. Running amesh with in-drift nodes as air (multi.phk.drift) and no drift (multi.phk.nodrift) just 

to make sure I had the right files. The resultant multi.bc, multi.phk, and multi.con files can 
also be used for the 2D TH model comparison with the 3D TH results. Just take the initial 
conditions created by Scott last week and the heat load for a I -m wide panel. These 
simulations will be run in 

./3D-Expanded/2Dgrid/Heat4 

2. Running amesh2mflo again with each version of the phi-a file (drift and nodrift). The 
resultant multi.phk files were then saved as multi.phk.drift (air) and multi.phk.nodrift (rock). 
The first 5652 nodes of multi.phk.nodrift were cat‘d with the last 8949 nodes of multi.phk.drift 
to create multi.phk.composite, which was used for the multi.phk files in ./Heat4 and 
./Heat-vpl directories. The command to create multi.phk.drift and multi.phk.nodrift was: 

% amesh2mflo xz dcm extrude 
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Simulations 

./3Dgrid/Heat3 

./3Dgrid/Heat3_vpl_tol 

./3Dgrid/Heat4 

./3Dgrid/Heat4--vpl 

./2Dg rid/Heat4-c 

Volume VI1 - Cold Trap Page Vll-135 

(new heat load with time refinement; 
old panel widths, meaning two 100-m panels in drift center) 

(same as ./Heat3 except with vapor pressure lowering) 
bombed, save for Painter 

(tighter tolerance rtwotol, rmxtol, smxtol = 1 .e-I 2) 

(new heat load and new grid with different panel widths) 

(same as ./Heat4 except with vapor pressure lowering) 
bombed at rtwotol, rmxtol, smxtol = 1.e-10 

(same as ./Heat4 except with vapor pressure lowering) 
bombed at rtwotol, rmxtol, smxtol = 1 .e-l2 & 1 .e-I3 

(2-dimensional run at center location) 

if 11/12/04 
Extrudinq Initial Conditions 

An error in the 3D initial conditions was found; the panels had different initial conditions, most 
prominently the temperatures. I had used Painter’s 3D initial conditions; he had developed them 
by running the 3D code to steady state. I decided to extrude the 2D steady state ambient results 
to each panel using a fortran script 

bubo: E:\TEF-kti\ColdTrap\3D~MetraModelingSept2004\lnitialConditions\ic.for 

This fortrari script reads in the Cut & Paste results (multi-out) from the 20 ambient simulation, 
which was saved as multi.int.2d. The Lahey fortran95 version 5.0 compiler was used. The 
output was visually inspected to ensure that the node numbering was correct and the state 
variables were associated with the correct nodes in each panel. 

C Last change: RWF 12 Nov 2004 11:37 am 

c Reads Multiflo Cut & Paste initial conditions and extrudes to 3D 
c Has drift for last 19 panels and nodrift for first 12 panels. 
c Definitions: mp =: # of panels in grid 
C nodessanel = number of nodes in each panel 
C nvar = number of variables (columns) in Cut & Paste IC 
c Rfedors November 12, 2004 
~23456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 12 

program ic 

integer i, j ,  k, kk, mp, nvar, nodes, one 
parameter (nvar=8, nodes=471) 
real*8 state-var(nodes,nvar), zero 

c Number of panels 
mp = 31 

c Read initial conditions from 2D grid with no drift 
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o p e n ( u n i t = 7 , f i l e = ' m u I t i . i n t . 2 d ' )  
do i = 1, nodes 

enddo 
read(7, * )  zero, zero 
close(7) 

read(7,115) kk, kk, one, ( state-var(i,j), j = 1, nvar ) 

115 format(2i8,i6,e14.5,flO.4,ell.4,ell.4,el2.5,flO.4,ell.4,ell.4) 

c Write no-drift and drift panels using same initial conditions. 
c Because air cells have permeability=porosity=O.O, the i.c. don't matter. 

open(unit=8,file='multi.int.3d',status='unkno~') 
one = 1 
kk = 0 
do k = 1, mp 
do i = 1, nodes 

kk = kk + 1 
write(8,125) kk, kk, one, ( state-var(i,j), j=l,nvar ) 

enddo 
enddo 
write(8, I (a2) ' 1  ' .  I 

clc~se ( 8) 

125 format(2i8,i6,e14.6,flO.4,fll.5,f8.2,el4.6,flO.4,fll.5,f8.2) 

stop 
end 

Error found in amesh2mflo had wrong areas for boundary conditions, which led to temperature 
problem and saturation reduction near the ground surface. Wide panels had little net infiltration 
in and large heat flux out (desaturation and increased temperatures in the Tiva Canyon). 

Run amesh2mflo to recreate multi.bc, multi.phk, and multi.con (the latter 2 files should not 
change). The version of amesh2mflo with the panel widths addressed correctly is 

The new simulations are in 

./Heat5 and ./Heat-vpl same as corresponding Heat4, except new multi.bc 

f!.f 11/18/04 
Extractinq Data from 3D Results for 20 Plots of Panels 

Use Mathematica workbook, revised from Painter's mfloPlot-X.nb 

Until the c-code support file (mfloP1ot.m) is modified to extract panels directly out of the METRA 
output files (e.g., multifldm9.xyp), use vi program to write appropriate records as separate files. 
Then cat the header on to those separate panel files for direct reading into the mathernatica 
notebooks. After panels have been extracted, use foreach command to put the headers back on 
and save in the ./Panels directory 

% foreach i(p*-9) 
? echo$ 
? cat header1 00 $i > Panels/multifldm9.$i 
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? end 

Mathematic notebooks 
./Metra/Plotting/mfIoPlot_Heat5-1 OO.nb 
./Metra/Plotting/mfIoPlot_Heat5-1 OOO.n b 

Save selection as postscript file that can be imported into Adobe Illustrator version 8.0 

Mathematica 4.2 and 5.0 both worked with the notebooks 

A number of fence panels were created by plotting the panels at different location, either 
temperature or saturation, and then using Adobe Illustrator 10.0.3 to assemble the fence. 
These figures were created for the Fall 2004 AGU poster on the 3D TH modeling. 

The image were saved in 
Bubo: E:\TEF-kti\ColdTrap\3D_MetraModeIingSept2004\3D_Plots_Heat5\* 
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Center 
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extrude-a.txt used by amesh2mflo 
31 Heat3 new extrude-a, Heat4 
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(n-l)'nodeg+l n nodeg 

number of nodes per panel = nodeg = 
471 

Extraction of panels 
from Metra 
output: multifldm?.xyp 

Note: delete header first 1 Extraction Extraction 

I 

record start record end 
5653 6123 

8008 8478 

9421 9891 

1 1305 

12247 

11775 

12717 

$ 14131 

m m  
neat3 3~ grid, Painter oct 2004 

)anel # 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

panel I mid-panel 

position, m 
1 
3 
5 
8 

12.5 
17.5 

25 
35 
50 
70 
90 

125 
175 
225 
275 
325 
375 
450 
550 

number 
1 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
I- 

14601 ., 
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Extractins Data and Plottina Alonq-Drift Locations 

bubo: E:\TEF-kti\ColdTrap\3D_MetraModelingSept2004~longDriftCode\alongdrift.for 
spock: -/Metra/3D-Expanded/3Dgrid/alongdrift.f 

executables: alongdrift.Heat3, alongdrift.Heat4, and alongdrift.Heat5 
required input file: extrude-a (or extrude-a.Painter) 

Use fortran script a1ongdrift.f to extract temperature for same node location in each panel, for 
each time step saved as Metra output. The node location is hard-coded in the script, but can be 
readily changed and recompiled. Currently, node location corresponding to 153 in all the panels 
is extracted. Import the results from a1ongdrift.f (output file: matrixT.out) into Excel for plotting. 
The fortran script was developed using Lahey Fortran 95 version 5.0, but program was compiled 
on SUN OS compiler (fortran 77). Separate programs were compiled for the: 

Heat3 simulations (old grid, comment out "open" statement for extrude-a, 

Heat4 simulations (new grid with different panel widths), and 
Heat5 simulations (more output times requested, needed to change format statement). 

and instead use extrude-a.Painter), 

A1ongdrift.f creates a table of temperatures as a function of axial position and a function of time. 

++++++++++++ 
C Last. change: RWF 9 Nov 2004 10:24 am 

c Reads Multiflo unstructured 3D output model output, 
c Creates spatial profile along drift at all Metra output times. 
c Reads in Metra output files and extrude-a file for panel widths. 
c Definitions: mp = # of panels in grid 
C mt = number of files to read, same as number of times 
C modes = number of nodes in 3 D  grid 
C nodes-panel = number of nodes in each panel 
C node =: node# in 2D grid to print in each panel, set near bottom 
C cumpanel = midpoint of each panel 

program alongdrift 

c Temperature ( C ) ,  distance (m), pressure (Pa), time (years) 
C 
c Rfedors November 08, 2004 
~23456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 12 

integer i, j ,  k, mtt, mtp, mp, mt 
integer modes, nodespanel, node 
parameter (mtt.=17, mtp=31, mnodes=14601, nodesPanel=471) 
rea1*8 time(mt.t), widthPanel(mtp), temperature(mtt,mnodes) 
rea1*8 cumPanel(O:mtp), grimidpoint 
character*15 filename(mtt), filebase 
character*60 flist 
character text, textl, text2 

c Panel widths for 3D grid Oct 2004 TH model; 12 solid, 19 air panels. 
c Use extrude-a.Painter for Heat3 and extrude-a for Heat4. 
C open(unit=7,file='../extrude-a.Painter') 

open(unit=7,file='../extrude-a') 
read(7,*) mp 
do i = 1, mp 
read (7, * ) 

enddo 
close (7 ) 

widthpanel ( i ) 

c Files to read data from: Need to set number of times (or files) to read 
filebase = 'multifldm' 
flist = 'Is -1 1 grep '//filebase//'( wc -1 > file.num' 

call system(f1ist) 
open(lO,file='file.num') 
read(l0, ' (i8) ' )  mt 

C print *,  flist 
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C print *,  mt 
close(l0) 
flist = 'Is -trl I grep '//filebase//' > file.list' 
call sys  tem ( f lis t ) 
open(lO,file='file.list') 
do i = 1, mt 
read(l0, * )  filename(i) 
print *,  filename(i) 

enddo 
close(l0) 

c Read in state variables in each file, load each temperatures into a matrix 
c for later printing out. 

do i = 1, mt 
open(unit=8,file=filename(i)) 
read(8,105) textl, time(i), text2 
read(8,*) text 
read ( 8 ,  * ) text 
do j = 1, mnodes 

enddo 
close(8) 

read(8,*) xl,x2,temperature(i,j),x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9,yO,yl,y2,y3 

enddio 
105 format (a7,e13.4,a60) 

c Write out file for Excel plotting (columns for each time) for specified node 
c throughout each panel. 
c Define which 2D node to print out from each panel, set node=? 

node = 153 
cumPanel(0) = -366. 
widthPanel(0) = 0. 

open(unit=9,file='matrixT.out',status='unknown') 
write(9,*) 'matrix temperature ( C )  ' 
write (9,115) 'position(m)', ( time(k), k = 1, mt ) 
j = node 
do i = 1, mp 

cumpanel ( i) = cumpanel ( i-1 ) + widthpanel (i) 
gridMidpoint = cumpanel (i) - widthpanel (i) / 2 .  
write(9,125) griaidpoint, (temperature(k, j ) ,  k=l,mt) 
j = j + nodespanel 

enddo 

close (9) 
115 format(a11,4f7.4,13f8.0) 
125 format(l8f8.2) 

stop 
end 

+++++++++++++++++ 

Matrix temperatures were selected for plotting temperatures along the drift, and for estimating 
local gradients. Once temperatures are extracted from all panels for each time and the 
matrixT.out file is imported into Excel 97 SR-2, gradients are calculated by centered averaging 
for all interior locations. At the ends, forward and backward differencing is used respectively for 
drift end and drift center. The gradients get small near the center, and consequently, some of 
the gradients go to zero or slightly negative (values are not significant). 

spock: -/Metra/3D-Expanded/3Dgrid/multi~tmp.xyp.xls, worksheet "Heat5 matrix7 
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The figure from worksheet “Heat5MatrixT ‘I is plotted below, and illustrates the ever broadening 
zone of temperature gradients as time passes. 

-400 -200 0 200 400 600 
Distance, m 

+ Series1 
-C- Series2 
+- Series3 
*1 yr 
-j(t 10 yrs 
-50 yrs 
+55 yrs 
-60 yrs 
-100 yrs 

250 yrs 
500 yrs 

-- 750 yrs 
* 1000 yrs 

Heat Load for 2D Chimneys Alona Drift 

bubo: E:\TEF-kti\ColdTrap\3D~MetraModeIingSept2004\HeatCode\heat2d.for 
reads in extrude-a 
reads in heatload 
reads in frac-t.inp 
outputs heat2d-???.inp files, where the ?“ refers to the distance from the edge 

(nonuniform panel widths) 
(Painter et al., 2001 , ventilation-affected heat load) 
(from conduction-only model) 

This fortran 95 script interpolates the ventilation data from Painter et al. (2001) for preclosure 
period and interpolates the TPA 4.1 & 5.0 heat load for postclosure with a factor addressing 
along-drift reduction in heat load. The factor is estimated from the conduction-only model using 
the thermal conductivity value of 1.62 W/m-K. The ratio of the local temperature with the 
temperature at the center is used as the factor for each location along the drift. 

Heat loads from Painter et al. (2001) are spatially interpolated to the nonuniform panel widths. 
The heatload file contains W/panel data at various times. Painter’s panel widths were all 30 m. 
This data is also adjusted by factors estimated for preclosure period to approximate the TPA 4.1 
& 5.0 heat load, as discussed earlier. 

The repository edge cooling effect took factors estimated from the conduction-only model, then 
interpolated these to the times at which postclosure heat load was needed for the METRA input. 

heat2d.for 
++++++++ 
C Last change: E 17 Nov 2004 6:lO am 

c Reads Painter‘s ventilation model output of heat load for each panel 
c in the 3D model 

program heat 
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c Definitions: m x  = # of time steps from Painter output of heat load 
C mpp = allocating max number of panels 
C mp = # of panels in grid 
C itp = # of time steps during pre-closure + 1, Painter et a1 
C The additional time step for "ip" helps to avoid interpolation 
C errors in Multiflo when heat load changes suddenly, at 50 yr 
C mtp = additional time steps after pre-closure 
C heat load is units of watts/MTU (metric ton uranium) 
C Old: scale = 49; used in the Multiflo, Source term to 
C scale; appears to account for area of panel and MTU/WP. 
C Per Painter confirmation 2/17/04, scale=30 to convert "heatload" 
C output data to W/m (implied that volume is accounted for). 

c Revision October 24, 2004 
c Partitions heat :Load along nonuniformly spaced panels for new 3D grid. 
c First 12 panels are rock; 13th panel is drift air at repository edge 
C and 31st panel is drift air in center of repository. 
c Added new points to postclosure heat load to remove kinks by Metra. 
~23456789 123456789 1123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 12 

C 

integer m x ,  mFp, mp, mtp, i, j ,  k, itp, ipos 
integer inc, :Ltype, start-node, nodesqanel, mp-air 
parameter (mx=:L58, mpp=50, mtp=28, itp=33,nodesqanel=47l,ipos=6) 
rea1.*8 time(mx), heatload(mx,mpp), frac(itp), widthPanel(mpp) 
real.*8 timep(itp+mtp), heatpost(itp+mtp), heatld(mx,mpp) 
rea1.*8 frac2D(mtp,~pos),frac2D_timep(itp+mtp+mtp,~pos),t~me~frac(mtp) 
integer header(mpp,4), panel(ipos) 
rea1.*8 cum-widthpanel (0:mpp) , aa, bb, uniformpanel, cum-PanelAvg 
real.*8 x2,x3,:c4,x5,x6, yr, yr50, a, b, yo, scaled, t 
character*14 filen(ipos) 
character*72 junk 

c Fractions to apply to heat load to account ventilation to match TPA 4.1 &5.0 heat 
load 
C 3-parameter power fit to ratio TPA/Painter heat load, 
C y = y o  + a * xAb where y=estimated ratio, x=years 

yo= 0.997881 
a = 0.0361739 
b = 0.422252 

c Panel wi.dths for 31) grid Oct 2004 TH model; 12 solid, 19 air panels. 
open (uni t=7, file= ' extrude-a ' ) 
read (7, * ) mp 
do i = 1, mp 
read (7, * ) 

enddo 
clos,e(7) 
mp-air = 12 

widthpanel ( i ) 

c Heat load (W/m) to use for post-closure, based on TPA 5.0 burnup-dat, 
= 572.0627 heatpost(itp+l) 

heatpost 
heatpost 
heatpos t 
heatpos t 
hea tpos t 
heatpost 
heatpos t 
heatpos t 
heatpos t 
heatpos t 
heatpos t 
hea tpos t 

itp+2) = 541.7396 
itp+3) = 514.7010 
itp+4) = 468.5119 
itp+5) = 452.4462 
itp+6) = 431.1082 
itp+7) = 400.0614 
itp+8) = 361.6951 
itp+9) = 321.5059 
itp+lO = 283.1613 
itp+ll.) = 254.6918 
itp+l;!) = 242.7771 
itp+l3) = 226.7768 

heatpost (itp+l4) = 
heatpost (itp+l5) = 
heatpost(itp+l6) = 
heatpost(itp+l7) = 
heatpost (itp+l8) = 
heatpost (itp+lSI) = 
hea tpos t ( i tp+2 0 ) = 
heatpost (itp+21) = 
heatpost(itp+22) = 

208.4193 
197.8773 
187.7955 
165.1157 
143.4881 
116.0868 
98.1632 
81.9745 
68.9809 
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heatpost(itp+23) = 54.9471 
heatpost (itp+24) = 42.5381 
heatpost (itp+2'J) = 34.7003 
heatpost(itp+26) = 27.1073 
heatpost ( itp+27 ) = 19.7302 
heat:post(itp+28) = 11.7374 

timep(itp+l) = 50. 
timep(itp+2) = 55. 
timep(itp+3) = 60. 
timep(itp+4) = 70. 
timep(itp+5) = 74. 
timep(itp+6) = 80. 
timep(itp+7) = 90. 
timep(itp+8) = 105. 
timep(itp+9) = 125. 
timep (itp+lO) := 150. 
t imep ( i tp+ 11 ) := 17 4 . 
timep(itp+l2) := 190. 
timep(itp+l3) := 215. 
timep(itp+l4) := 250. 
timep (itp+l5) := 274. 
timep(itp+l6) := 300. 
t imep 
t imep 
t imep 
t imep 
t imep 
t imep 
t imep 
t imep 
t imep 
t imep 
t imep 
t imep 

itp+l7) -= 374. 
itp+l8) := 474. 
itp+l9) == 624. 
itp+20) := 774. 
itp+21) :: 974. 
itp+22) := 1174. 
itp+23) := 1500. 
itp+24) == 1974. 
itp+25) == 3000. 
itp+26) == 49'74. 
itp+27) == 9974. 
itp+28) == 19974. 
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c Use heat load from Painter et al. (2001) output for pre-closure. 
c Use heat load directly from TPA v5.0 for the post-closure period. 
c Put ventilatiion heat load into units of W/m (from W/panel); panel width = 30 m. 

oper- (uni t=7, f il.e= 'heat load ' ) 
do i = 1, m x  
read(7, * )  time(i) 
dcl j = 1, 20 
read(7,*) heatload(i, j ) ,  x2, x3, x4, x5, x6 
heatload(i,j) = heatload(i,j) / 30. 

enddo 
enddo 
close (7) 

c Interpolate from uniform panel results to non-uniform panel widths for ventilation 
only 
c Extrapolate panels near repository edge; 
c conservative approach for extrapolation based on first 2 panels. 

cum-widthpanel ( 0) = 0. 
do i = 1, mp - mp-air 

endd o 
cum-widthPanel(i)= cum-widthPanel(i-1) + widthPanel(i+mp-air) 

c Use y=ax+b to interpolate and extrapolate; y y 0  = intercept 
c Heatload array has 20 panels, all drift air; hence double pointer needed. 
c Set dummy heatload at center to last heatload values 
c Setting cum-PanelAvg to 1000. in the if-then eliminates overwriting. 

do i = 1, m x  

enddo 
heatload(i,21) = heatload(i,20) 

do k = 1, mp - mp-air 
cum-PanelAvg = ( cum-widthPanel(k-1) + cum-widthPanel(k) ) * 0.5 
do j = 1, 20 
uniformPane1 = float(j) * 30. - 15. + 0.00001 

if(cum-PanelAvg.lt.15.) then 
do i = 1, itp 
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aa = (heatload(i,2)-heatload(i,l)) / 30. 
bb = heatload(i,l) - aa * 15. 
heatld( i, k) = bb + aa * cum-PanelAvg 

enddo 
cum-Pane.lAvg = 1000. 

endi f 

if(cum-PanelAvg.gt.uniformPane1.and. 
& cum-PanelAvg.lt.uniformPanel+30.) then 

do i = :I, itp 
aa = ( heatload(i,j+l) - heatload(i,j) ) / 30. 
bb = heatload(i,j) - aa * uniformPane1 
heatld(i,k)= bb + aa * cum-PAnelAvg 
enddo 
cum-PanelAvg = 1000. 

endi f 

enddo 

enddo 

c Reading in fractions of heat load along drift for 2D simulations 
c based on conduction model temperature results, K=1.62 worksheet in 
multi-tmp,xyp.xls. 

open (uni t=7, f i:Le= ' f rac-t . inp ' ) 
react(7, * )  junk 
do j. = 1, 24 

enddo 
close(7) 

t = 0.00001 
do k = itp + 1, itp + mtp 

if (t.imep (k) .ge . time-frac (i) -t .and. timep(k) . It. time-frac (i+l) ) then 

aa=(frac2D(itl,j)-frac2D(i,j))/(time-frac(i+l)-time-frac(i)) 
bb = frac2D(i,j) - aa * time-frac(i) 
frac2D_tirnep(k,j) = aa * timep(k) + bb 

read(7,*) time-frac(i), (frac2D(i,j), j = 1,6 ) 

do i = 1, 24 

do j = 1, ipos 

enddo 
endi f 
enddo 
enddo 

c Set last time (19,974 years) to fraction at 10,000 years. Approx has negligible 
impact . 

do j = 1, ipos 

enddo 

open (UNIT=lO,PILE='test.txt') 
do i=itp+l,itp+mtp 

f rac2D-timeg ( itp+mtp, j ) = frac2D (24, j ) 

WRITE(10, ' (7f10.4) ' )  timep(i), (frac2DPtimep(i, j), j=l,ipos) 
enddo 

panel(1) = 
panel(2) = 
panel(3) = 
panel(4) = 
panel(5) = 
panel(6) = 

filen(1) = 
filen(2) = 
filen(3) = 
filen(4) = 
filen(5) = 
filen(6) = 

c Convert years 
yr = 3600. 
do i = itp 

t imep ( i 

13 
18 
23 
25 
27 
31 

'heat2d-Olm.inp' 
'heat2d-2lm.inp' 
'heat2d-l07.inp' 
'heat2d-193.inp' 
'heat2d-349.inp' 
'heat2d-599.inp' 

o seconds 
* 24. * 365.25 
1, itp+mtp 

= t.imep ( i ) * yr 
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enddo 

c Regression done on ratio and time (in years). 
c Frat() for ventilation, scale to TPA, divide by 2 for half-heat load. 
c Additional time step just before 50 yrs to avoid interpolation errors 
c For itype=31 for SOURce, multiply heat load by panel widths. 

do j. = 1, itp-:L 
x = time(i)/yr 
frac(i) = yo + a * x**b 

enddo 

c Needed to reduce number of changes to heat source (Metra limit=51). 
c Use Painter et al. (2001) for preclosure ventilation, 
c use conduction-scaled results for postclosure. 

do k: = 1, ipos 
kk: = panel(k:i - mp-air 
open (unit=8, f ile=f ilen (k) , status= I unknown ' ) 
write(8,'(4i8)') 471, 471, 1, 31 
do i = 1, 9 

enddo 

do i = 12, it:p-1,2 

enddo 

write(8,115) yr*50.-7200.,frac(itp-l)*heatld(itp-l,kk)*0.5 

do i = itp+l, itp+mtp 

enddo 
write(8, ' (al) ' )  
close(8) 

write(8,115) time(i), frac(i) * heatld(i,kk) * 0.5 

write(8,115) time(i), frac(i) * heatld(i,kk) * 0.5 

write(8,115) timep(i), heatpost(i) * frac2DPtimep(i,k) * 0.5 

I .  ' 

enddo 

115 format (e15,8, f 3.1.2 ) 

stop 
end 

++++++++ 

Hand calculations of interpolations, checks for consistency with heat loads estimated in TPA 
(postclosure) were performed. 

2D Simulation Cases 

Panels were chosen to space out results along the drift, with more resolution near the edge of 
the repository to better define the axial gradient. Panels 13, 18, 23, 25, 27, and 31 were 
selected 

The simulation results are stored in 
Spock: ./Metra/3D-Expanded/2Dgird/Heat-?? Where the "??' is the panel number. 

The results of the simulations were also imported into 

For plotting against conduction-only and 30 simulation results 
Spock: ./Metra/3D-Expanded/3Dgrid/multi~tmp.xyp.xls 
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The distances are 
time distance,m 
Heat-1 3 1 
Heat-1 8 21 
Heat-23 107 
Heat-25 193 
Heat-27 349 
Heat-31 597 

Comparison of Three Models 

The results from the 3D thermohydrology, 20  thermohydrology, and conduction-only were 
plotted together for comparison in worksheet “Heat5-Cond Drift Plot (2)” of the spreadsheet 
mu1 ti-tm p-xp y . xls. 

The conduction-only model and 2D thermohdyrology models do a poor job of matching the 3D 
TH results for later times. The conduction-only model underpredicts the 3D TH results, while 
the 2D results over-predict the temperatures near the end of the drift at later times. With 
increasing time, the match gets poorer. 

3DTH250yrs 
3DTH500yrs 

A 3D TH 1000 yrs 
-K=1.62 W/m-K 
-Cond, K=l.62 
-Cond, K=l.62 

2D,250yrs 
e 20,500yrs 
A 2D. 1000 vrs 

I 

-400 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 
Distance From End of Drift, m 
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Output of the a1ongdrift.f script led to the plot of gradients based on 3D TH simulation results. 
These were plotted in worksheet "Heat5 Gradient Plot" of spreadsheet multi-tmp.xyp.xls. 
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A comparison of center and edge location, profiles of temperature over time was created using 
the 30  TH results from the Heat5 simulation, and conduction-only model with an effective 
representative thermal conductivity of 1.62 W/m-K (chosen because of a best fit qualitatively). 
The edge location of the 3D TH results was difficult to match with effective Kth values in the 
conduction-only model. 
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lf 4120105 

Different Net Infiltration Fluxes at Top Boundary 

Created directory for incorporating variable net infiltration flux at the top boundary of the 3D 
thermohydrological model: 

./Heat5.-Climate/ (same as Heat5, but flux in fracture varying with climate) 

Heat5 was run at 10 mm/yr 
1.70e-8 kglm2ls for the matrix, and 
1.46e-5 kglm2/s for the fracture [ (total flux - matrix flux) / fracture porosity ] 

So, keep matrix flux the same, and increase fracture component 
For 6 mmlyr + 8.4265e-6 kglm2ls 
For 18.2 mm/yr + 2.7225e-5 kg/m2/s 
For 32.2 mmlyr + 4.8844e-5 kg/m2/s 

These were the fluxes used in Manepally, et al. 2004 (CNWRA 2004-05) and developed earlier 
in sci ntbk 432 (page 6 of volume VIII). 
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